Moutere-Waimea Ward Reserves - Ideas Wanted

Q1 Thinking about your favourite parks or reserves in Moutere-Waimea
Ward, what do you love about them? What is it about them that makes
you want to visit them again in future?Please include the
reserve name/s in your response.
Answered: 63
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Skipped: 7
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I presume the war memorial reserve is the Upper Moutere Community Centre, so first off it
would be good to name it as such. It would be fantastic to provide some native plantings
around this area, that people could walk through and enjoy the shade on sports days,
festivals etc.It would also be good if we could link that through to Neudorf Rd to keep cyclists
off the road - especially for kids.

4/1/2020 10:03 PM

2

Bill Wilkes park. This park is nearest to my home that is not too close to a road, so I don't
have to worry about my dog dashing off and getting killed. If I didn't have a dog I would not
go there as until recently when some exercise equipment was installed, there was nothing to
do.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

3

Chelsea Avenue park Easby park and walkways from hill street up through bush to richmond
hills eg Jimmy Lee creek areas

4/1/2020 9:59 PM

4

Their natural beauty. I like to walk barefoot and hate the gravel paths. Natural leaf litter and
the unevenness of a path is much more attractive. Adding too many man-made elements to
the walk is distracting. Only do enough to keep the paths visible and safe. Let nature do the
rest

4/1/2020 9:57 PM

5

I don't have specifics, I love that there are these in our ward. Keeping them maintained is
key.

4/1/2020 5:18 PM

6

Faulkner Bush and Waiiti Reserve are the closest to us, two totally different prospects. I love
the family aspect of Faulkner Bush, you meet people of all ages there. It's a wonderful place
for birthday parties and get togethers because it suits all ages. Our little great grandies love
the playground and the flying fox; older friends love that it is easy to find, has shady areas,
places to walk and expore, and is right in the heart of the village of Wakefield if you want fish
and chips instead of bringing your own picnic; dog walkers love it; the community has done
so much planting and caring for it to make the environment so pleasant to be in. I would love
to see it used for community events, maybe community carol singing at Christmas time, the
rotunda could easily house the Salvation Army Band or similar to accompany the singing.
Waiiti Reserve is so different, it's mostly used by campervans and people riding their horses
in Tunnicliffe Forest, but it does have a great area for picnics tucked out of sight. There has
been riparian planting along the river bank which will be great when it matures.

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

7

I love Fulkner bush as I have lived in Wakefield since I was one years old and love the forest
and it's walkways. The look out is also a great place to spot the places and buldings you
recognize and good for place to sit and alk with friends and family.

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

8

We love being able to walk off the road amongst the trees, sea and native life. Rana Place
where we are is great but would be good with more links to the sea. This area is only getting
bigger and the areas around us need to be looked after.

4/1/2020 5:13 PM

9

Faulkners Bush. Great for a dog walk. Enjoy the fenced partitions

4/1/2020 5:11 PM

10

Faulkners Bush Wakefield I love the walk way around it and up the hill and the boardwalks,
it's an enjoyable walk for you and the faimly , even dogs.

4/1/2020 5:08 PM

11

Grossi Point and Mapua Waterfront Park. Provide public access to the water of Waimea inlet
in Mapua. The veis from the Waterfront PArk of the surround hills and estuary are great and
wouldn't like to see these obstructed with trees or structures in the future

4/1/2020 5:06 PM

12

We can walk next to the sea, and see nature and it’s unspoilt. Beignet reserve is lovely

3/31/2020 5:47 PM

13

I am fortunate to be able to get out and about as part of a walking group, and we visit
numerous parks , from inland mountainous , to urban, to estuary margin. Perhaps my
favourite, and most accessable, is Hoddy Reserve, where I help plant and maintain the
margin habitat, and enjoy the golden colours of autumn.

3/31/2020 5:10 PM

14

Waterfront Park Mapua: under utilised and provides enough space for both growth of
existing users and boat ramp access for all tide access to main Mapua channel. Grossis
Point: Has become the default launching ramp due to commercial development around the
access area to teh Mapua Wharf boat ramp and since access to the wharf ramp was
restricted. This can be addresses by providing a replacement boat ramp ocation at the
waterfront park, Grossis point could then be managed as a reserve and reflect the significant
historical and cultural values of Grossis Point.restricted to

3/31/2020 4:14 PM

15

I use most of the reserves in the Mapua area for walking or biking.I like the feeling of space
and closeness to nature.

3/31/2020 4:03 PM

16

Easily accessible but also quite natural - eg Aranui Park, McKee Memorial Recreation
Reserve Pine Hill Heights Reserve Pine Hill Heights Walkways Pine Hill Recreation Reserve

3/31/2020 2:27 PM
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Ruby Bay Esplanade Reserve Dominion Flats Walkway Dominion Flats Higgs Reserve West
Higgs Reserve East Waimea Inlet Esplanade Reserve Apple Valley Road Esplanade
Reserve
17

Walking through Hoddy Reserve, Research Orchard Reserve, Rabbit Island, Brightwater

3/30/2020 9:56 PM

18

Māpua waterfront park. Closeness to boats.

3/30/2020 9:49 PM

19

Dominion Flats are a great area for walking and cycling

3/30/2020 8:56 PM

20

As I live in Mapua near the Wharf I love and use the reserves around Aranui Rd./Langford
Drive, Grossi Point, Ngaio Park, Mapua Waterfront Park, Tahi Esplanade. I also use the
Dominion Flats. I love the proximity to the water.

3/30/2020 8:41 PM

21

Hello team, I love being able to walk out of my door in Iwa street and do a circuit with my dog
through a variety of loops through our local reserves. I visit each of the reserves in your map,
as well as the estuary frontage up above the causeway to the Mapua campsite which one
can access down an unmarked drive from Moreland place. I visit frequently and through the
season enjoy how the indigenous plants change, the birdlife behaves, the changing light and
deciduous trees which are not indigenous but add to the seasonal variation.

3/30/2020 12:08 PM

22

Love them all

3/30/2020 11:49 AM

23

1 - love the sense of a coastal walkway and linking Langford and Anranui 2 - love that this is
coastal - and another walking link 3 - a great place to meet friends to go paddle boarding
and to socialise, also to take a picnic, or to just sit and 'be' 4 - alongside the wharf is a plus,
nice to walk across it and look out to the channel, good access to the wharf 5 - breaks up the
concrete! Great to watch the littlies enjoy the tree climbing, the tree is a treasure 6 - like the
open space

3/30/2020 8:31 AM

24

I love the variety we have- from the more manicured to sports spaces (Mapua Domain) to
the more wild and rugged (Aranui Park, Faulkner’s Bush, Grossi Point, Dominion Flats) I
love that we can take our dogs to many. It is great to visit Dominion Flats and see the growth
and improvements.

3/28/2020 10:50 AM

25

Faulkners, (FBR) Robsons(RR), Edward Baigent (EBMR)

3/21/2020 6:19 PM

26

Grossi's Point is a great place for picnics and a safe swimming spot for kids. Kina Reserve we love camping here even though it is so close to home.

3/20/2020 10:13 PM

27

Mckee domain great area for kids and nice bush walks. Snowden's bush awesome mature
native trees. Faulkner bush great bush walks. Hoddy park good estuary and picnic area.
Grossi point launching kayaks rabbit island fantastic area for families

3/18/2020 3:18 PM

28

Living by the water I like the fact they provide a place to access the water.

3/13/2020 3:49 PM

29

Research Orchard Road to Hoddy Reserve Grossi Point Reserve The walk from R O R to H
R is a special feature and then one has a choice of picnic tables, use of toilet facilities and a
great view at Hoddy Reserve. Grossi Point has a nice untamed appeal and is good to launch
a kayak etc. as can pull up real close to the water. I like all the coastal reserves around the
Waimea Estuary as including Rough and Rabbit Island and I think we are extraordinary luck
to have these reserves.

3/11/2020 10:04 PM

30

Mckee Domain - Kina Mapua Ruby bay walkways and bush tracks.

3/11/2020 2:57 PM

31

Wakefield domain is great because it has two FULL SIZE football fields which are just
sufficient for the needs of a Wakefield FC and Waimea Plains FC

3/10/2020 3:42 PM

32

Morning and evening walks, with partner, friends or grandchildren, especially from the Wharf
(with a coffee!!) , along Waterfront Park Promenade , along south foreshore to Grossi Point ,
take in the stunning views along the estuary of the Waimea inlet estuary, birds and wildlife
(stingrays , sometimes orcas!) , /serenity/stillness reflections of mountains on estuary waters
at Grossi Point .The reserves listed on Map 15 https://www.tasman.govt.nz/mycouncil/projects/moutere-waimea-reserves-project/locations-of-parks-and-reserves/ Aranui
Road to Langford Drive Walkway Grossi Point Esplanade Reserve Grossi Point Recreation
Reserve Mapua Waterfront Park Ngaio Park

3/9/2020 9:32 AM

33

Mapua Waterfront Park - close proximity to the main channel and access to the water.
Grossis Point t- the only place left in Mapua to launch a trailer boat - even though there are
restrictions due to tides and lack of water. This saves having to drive to either Motueka or
Nelson to boats to access the waters for fishig and recreational activities off Mapua

3/9/2020 8:43 AM

34

Aranui Park, Mapua. Beautiful native bush walks.

2/29/2020 2:08 PM

35

Would like to be able to bring my little dog with me to McKee when I take my grand daughter

2/28/2020 1:04 PM
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to the playground. McKee Domain is a wonderful camping ad picnicking spot. Allows family
camping which is not expensive. Grossi Point is our local swimming spot. Beach area could
do with some tidy up. Also some TLC for the picnic area. The launching ramp is an essential
part of the area until a new community boat ramp is constructed. The need for a new boat
ramp is essential as the wharf area is restricted for local users and sea scouts. More and
more new arrivals to Mapua are her to make use of easy access to the sea so boats are in
many new arrivals sections these days.
36

Jessie st reserve. As a reserve on a resudential cul de sac it is a hub for kids. Thet can climb
trees, and make up forest games or play footy or field sports. All witjutneeding to cross any
big roads.And it has a lot of birdlife. It us also home to the annual jessie st bbq.

2/27/2020 9:55 PM

37

McKee Domain. I like taking my kids camping there. Playground is good. Beautiful pieces of
coastline Kina Reserve. Similar to McKee Rabbit Island is just awesome. Love the BBQs,
beach, bike trails. Grossi Point - Love launching boat there

2/27/2020 2:31 PM

38

I love the fact that dogs are restricted to certain places on Rabbit Island. I love the fact that
people can take their horses there.Please do not let dogs go every where. Love the
mountain bike track and the fact we can fish off the beach still.

2/27/2020 2:29 PM

39

Mapua Waterfront Park - love the access to the water; ability to connect with water sports,
sailing, etc

2/27/2020 12:44 PM

40

They are close to where I live, great place to exercise my dog and my kids.

2/27/2020 12:19 PM

41

There openness and natural features. Also the fact they do not cost to use them.

2/25/2020 11:30 AM

42

We live in Mapua and regularly walk our dog in the neighbourhood - in particular, Grossi's
Point, Waterfront Park, Ngaio Tree reserve, and Ruby Bay.

2/18/2020 3:30 PM

43

Good for exercising, picnics, family time, children's playgrounds

2/18/2020 10:15 AM

44

Larger trees in the reserves are stunning and I believe the Council should look to have more
of them.

2/18/2020 9:49 AM

45

Hoddy reserve is a lovely peaceful place to visit. McKee reserve is a great place for camping

2/18/2020 9:00 AM

46

I enjoy the small bush walks in Faulkner Bush, Edward Bagient Reserve and Snowden Bush.
Faulkner and Snowden have good paths for a baby stroller.

2/16/2020 4:43 PM

47

We love bush walks - so anywhere with a good amount of native bush we love. Faulkner’s
bush, Snowden’s bush, Eve’s Valley.

2/15/2020 9:24 AM

48

Faulkner Bush - great dog walking reserve, family friendly with playground and boardwalk
Eaves Valley- wild Great access to the bush and ability to play and wander within it.

2/15/2020 8:13 AM

49

Faulkner Bush/Edward Baigent/Wakefield Recreation - the space, the cleanliness, tracks,
river and bush access, nearby amenities

1/29/2020 10:14 PM

50

Clean tidy open spaces for the kids to bike and play.

1/24/2020 12:28 PM

51

I use the following reserves on a daily/weekly basis: Genia Drive Eighty-Eight Valley
Esplanade Robson Wakefield Recreation Faulkner Bush Edward Baigent I walk myself and
my dog twice a day using these fabulous reserves. The reserves and fabulous dog walking
was one of the main reasons I moved to Wakefield a year ago. I love the native plantings
that the community volunteers and council have undertaken and the birdlife that this helps
attract and support.

1/23/2020 10:15 AM

52

I walk through most of the reserves in Brightwater on a weekly basis. I love that we have the
open space and the pathways that serve the Great Taste Trail as well as walkers.

1/17/2020 7:44 AM

53

Restful beautiful well maintained areas

1/17/2020 12:19 AM

54

No people, especially kids & dog friendly. I.E. Well fenced. Snowden's Bush. Mapua (even
though people park cars on grounds).

1/16/2020 12:02 PM

55

Dedicated dog area, wakefield.

1/15/2020 8:49 PM

56

mckee...green space and trees, can walk along beach, toilet grossis point...mature shade
trees, view, toilet

1/15/2020 8:37 PM

57

I like the way they provide spaces for recreational activities for people who perhaps don't
have a lot of area around their own houses, are not very able or can't drive far to get to
natural areas.

1/12/2020 11:42 AM

58

LEH Baigent Reserve at the northern end of the Kina Peninsula. It's a great place to take

12/18/2019 4:17 PM
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kids/grandkids to play in an open area well away from busy roads & distractions. The
environment is varied in that it offers views & foreshore walks looking across the Moutere
Inlet as well as on the open water/Tasman Bay side.
59

Baigents bush is a treasured area in Wakefield. Many of us locals do the bush walk and the
river walk daily. It is peaceful and serene

12/14/2019 2:37 PM

60

I value native bush, lack of cars, bird habitat in general. Wakefield Recreation Reserve
greatly improved after camping got stamped out there. I would like to see more native trees
planted and in general keeping tabs on too much ongoing maintenance. Faukners bush is a
great asset. There are plenty of sports grounds already there. I don't see a need for more.
Lets have more trees.

12/9/2019 3:40 PM

61

Big native trees - edward baigent/ faulkners bush Swimming holes - wairoa and aniseed river
access points. Cycleways - in particular the great taste trail. Picnic areas. Grossi point,
hoddys orchard and snowdens bush reserves.

12/4/2019 4:53 AM

62

That they are green spaces.

12/3/2019 11:31 AM

63

Wakefield Recreation Reserve, great space for so many to enjoy a variety of activities.

12/3/2019 6:20 AM
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Q2 Can you identify any problems with the way any parks or reserves in
Moutere-Waimea Ward are currently managed? Please tell us which
reserve/s have management issues and explain what these are.
Answered: 44
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Skipped: 26
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Winston Park - all that is done here is mow the grass. Needs draining as it is very muddy in
the winter at the Kingsley Place end in particular. Sandeman Park - used to be a good place
to walk dogs till it became part of the cycle trail and now if you have a dog off lead you get
barked at by cyclists so I don't go there any more. Same happens on the railway reserve
behind the playing fields.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

2

Chelsea have park used to be full of kids and families but has been damaged by fire and
graffiti a lot and council hasn't replaced damaged equipment.

4/1/2020 9:59 PM

3

No. I think it is well planned and executed. Just when I think things are getting a bit
overgrown, the maintenance crews turn up. Well done!

4/1/2020 9:57 PM

4

The area under the bridge at Waiiti Reserve can be hazardous for young children as it
seems to be a hangout for drinking and drug taking. It is also a magnet for boy racers and
motor cyclists, I guess because it is isolated. I don't know how this can be alleviated as all
neighbouring property owners can do is ring the Council or police if it warrants that. It is a
shame to see the graffiti and broken glass around there, which really does discourage family
use of the area.

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

5

I think having more seating in Faulkner bush and more things for kids to play on would be
great.

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

6

We had a problem with the Morley Drain in that it had no maintenance and the water quality
was completely ruined with grass clippings ending up in there by the contractor. Thanks to a
great community from the two sides boarding the drain and fantastic communication with
David Stephenson this now has a plan is being maintained.

4/1/2020 5:13 PM

7

Grossi Point and Mapua Waterfront Park. Boat access to the water and car parking is poorly
catered for. There is no formed boat ramp on either reserve and Grossi point is also used by
swimmers and non motorised craft which does create some conflict at certain times.
Waterfront park is extremely under utilised, everyone wants their events and activities to be
held down at the wharf area where the commercial outlets are. A small strip of land creating
access to the water for boats at the waterfront will not impact on any of the users and will
and will actually see better use all around for the waterfront park. This will also remove
conflict at Grossi Point and Mapua is well served by other parks/play areas such as the
domain and Aranui park not to mention Higgs reserve

4/1/2020 5:06 PM

8

Freedom campers at Kina/Baigent, we have cleaned up rubbish out of bushes, and they are
used for toilets

3/31/2020 5:47 PM

9

Coming from and art and education background, much more advocacy and education of the
ecology, and benefits as humans, we can experience by being associated with these natural
areas.

3/31/2020 5:10 PM

10

Looking at the maps of the reserves in the Mapua area, I see that there are many more
reserves than In some cases I suspected that there was a reserve but didn't want to intrude
on what may be private land. Better signage would avoid confusion and encourage more
use.

3/31/2020 4:03 PM

11

No boat ramp at Mapua... a major setback for the community!

3/30/2020 9:49 PM

12

Grossi Point needs a good clean up and a proper retaining wall or other protection

3/30/2020 8:56 PM

13

I applaud your work and like to see the overview you've presented to the community. I have
a general theme in mind of links and loops wherever possible.

3/30/2020 12:08 PM

14

Looking at your maps, some don’t seem to be easily accessible. In the Moreland place area.

3/30/2020 11:49 AM

15

1b - becomes very muddy after any rain and is 'wet' all winter - no metal on the walkway at
all in places now 4 - a bit exposed to the sun and wind and not really any option at the
moment to avoid these 5 - not managed in a way that reflects what a treasure it is - the tree
in particular - so pleased the arborist saved it - all credit to him 1 and 6 - not mown frequently
enough 1d - the strormwater drain here is a disgrace - no maintenance for years; I really
don't see the need for the person emptying the doggy do bin to drive on the reserve

3/30/2020 8:31 AM

16

No. Other than the poor quality/quantity of the playground at the Mapua Domain. This
desperately needs replacing.

3/28/2020 10:50 AM

17

no

3/18/2020 3:18 PM

18

Mapua Waterfront Park is not well designed and should have provided for a Boat Ramp to
replace the one lost to commercial development. The Council needs to provide for a Boat
Ramp at the park in its management plan. I support the construction of a community boat

3/13/2020 3:49 PM
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ramp on the southern side of the Mapua Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea /
Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea Scouts and others that previously had unfettered
access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to any reclassification of the freehold land known as
the Mapua Waterfront Park or the application of any plan, scheme or change of status which
would interfere with the provision of a community boat ramp at that location or that would
frustrate or delay any application to build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated
or any similar community organisation.
19

Ngaio Tree Reserve should be "Alcohol Free" at all times

3/13/2020 12:53 PM

20

Freedom campers can be a problem where there is a big group of them and then they sort of
take over thru numbers. Rough and Rabbit have a great feature in this respect being able to
be closed off at night.

3/11/2020 10:04 PM

21

I Feel Mckee Domain should have more work to restore it back to pre Gita. The picnic area
down the end is still filled with driftwood and stones. This was originally gifted to the people
of mapua. If Mckee and Kina reserves where improved this would benefit locals and camping
for the problem freedom campers

3/11/2020 2:57 PM

22

The football fields at Wakefield domain dont get the same money and attention as any of the
tdc reserve sports fields elsewhere, for example Jubilee park. These should be comparable
to each other in money spent and time/frequency of maintenance.

3/10/2020 3:42 PM

23

Mapua waterfront park has been a white elephant since it was built arfter the remediation
and for such a large area close to the water it is not only under used and has far more
potential to provide access to the water without interfering with existing users and retaining
the open space and access to the waterfront

3/9/2020 8:43 AM

24

Broken trees are left too ling which seems to encourage ithers to copy cat if ut is bored
teenagers doing it. A real shame when that happens. should be sorted quicker. It is real
vandalism. Like removing tagging asap to avoid the perpetrator getting recognition. Aranui
park shoukd be far more used. It has massive potential as a wildlife haven. Better linkages to
it would make it a village asset. Lack of connective walkways away from cars and in nature
and refucing walk times through parks abd to local amenities woukd be a very sensible move
before you plan it to death with housing and car priority.communities with heart should have
that value fosteted by maintaining connectivity as they grow.

2/27/2020 9:55 PM

25

I find recreational roadside stops often have faeces in the bush. This is NOT NOT NOT from
freedom campers or tourists. This is from New Zealanders too lazy to dig a hole. Need toilets
where this happens

2/27/2020 2:31 PM

26

More shade would be one small thought. One reason we love Rabbit Island so much is
because of the trees, the shade and the ability to have so many people there and you just
don't trip over each other.

2/27/2020 2:29 PM

27

Yes - access issues for boats in Mapua area. Removal of the boat ramp at the wharf to
prioritise commercialisation of the wharf; reduced connection to the water for activities.

2/27/2020 12:44 PM

28

Mapua waterfront park doesn't have a boat ramp anymore. I support the construction of a
community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua Waterfront Park for the benefit of
the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea Scouts and others that previously
had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to any reclassification of the freehold
land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the application of any plan, scheme or change
of status which would interfere with the provision of a community boat ramp at that location
or that would frustrate or delay any application to build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club
Incorporated or any similar community organisation

2/27/2020 12:22 PM

29

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp.

2/19/2020 9:28 AM

30

Mapua's waterfront areas are not family friendly. e.g. Vehicles and boats at Grossi's Point,
entertainment and drinking on Ngaio Tree Reserve. The Golden Bear Brewery is not an
appropriate activity to have at the Ngaio Tree Reserve - it contravenes the TDC Resource
Management Plan.

2/18/2020 3:30 PM

31

I think that the Parks and Reserve should have better irrigation systems even in times of
water restrictions.

2/18/2020 9:49 AM

32

The toilets at Faulkner’s bush need to be looked after - not just locked with no signs or
anything if they are messy. Logs over tracks at Eves Valley need to be sorted rather than just
blocking off whole parts of the path. Playgrounds in Brightwater need some upgrades! Coach
place playground is great but the others are quite old and minimal.

2/15/2020 9:24 AM
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33

Faulkner Bush - too many fences. For children to connect and enjoy their childhood in our
native Bush they need to be able to get into it. Fences are promoted by a different
generation who are conserving but not encouraging young to just get AMI g the trees

2/15/2020 8:13 AM

34

Waiiti riverbank reserve: annual freedom camping and regular rubbish dumping conflicting
with increasing use of reserve and environs/ Tomlinson reserve on north side

1/30/2020 3:02 PM

35

Not aware of any issues.

1/29/2020 10:14 PM

36

when it's muddy there are still several cars that drive on the grass in Faulkner Bush, I
wonder if this does a lot of damage?

1/23/2020 10:15 AM

37

Lord Rutherford Park (c) Lot 1 DP 19228. The gravel path from Wanderers Ave has a steep
camber.

1/17/2020 7:44 AM

38

Lack of maintenance apart from mowing.

1/16/2020 12:02 PM

39

I support the planting of native trees in parks. They provide areas where young children can
easily experience a more natural New Zealand environment. However I think the plantings
could be better managed in the first couple of years as many trees get overgrown and die
from weed competition.

1/12/2020 11:42 AM

40

Hooning periodically occurs at LEH Baigent reserve & there has been some minor vandalism
& tagging. The worst problem though is with $WD vehicles not only driving on the foreshore
but deliberately bush-bashing around fences trying to protect Banded Dotterel habitat etc.

12/18/2019 4:17 PM

41

Faulkners bush in Wakefield has too much grass damage due to vehicles driving onto it
daily. There should be vehicle barriers to prevent this. Needs some control.

12/14/2019 2:37 PM

42

Any reserve that allows cars in it, is prone to be vandalized by hoons. Make the cars stay at
the gate. The parks should be designed with the local community in mind. Not catering for a
free ride to hordes of tourists freedom camping. We can't afford that nor should we. Any
camping that is not actively full time managed (and paid for by users) will get out of hand!

12/9/2019 3:40 PM

43

They're not linked. We need to start implementing wildlife corridors. We also need to
stop/reduce the sprays used in them.

12/3/2019 11:31 AM

44

Wakefield Recreation Reserve. Safe car parking. gravel areas create too much dust. lack of
maintenance around gravel area and bike park. lack of maintenance on the outer fringes of
the whole area creating a fire hazard in the drier months.

12/3/2019 6:20 AM
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Q3 What (if anything) could Council do to improve parks and reserves in
Moutere-Waimea Ward?Select the projects you think should be a
priority and/or tell us your suggestions in the comment box below.
Answered: 69

Skipped: 1

I like the
parks and...
Provide or
upgrade...
Provide more
toilets and/...
Improve signs
and informat...
Add or upgrade
paths/walkwa...
My suggestions
for improvin...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I like the parks and reserves just the way they are – please don’t change them!

11.59%

8

Provide or upgrade playground equipment (please tell us where and why in the comment box below)

24.64%

17

Provide more toilets and/or upgrade existing toilet facilities (please tell us where and why in the comment box below)

17.39%

12

Improve signs and information (please tell us where and why in the comment box below)

14.49%

10

Add or upgrade paths/walkways/cycleways (please tell us where and why in the comment box below)

28.99%

20

My suggestions for improving parks and reserves are:

92.75%

64

Total Respondents: 69
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#

MY SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING PARKS AND RESERVES ARE:

DATE

1

A walkway/cycleway link from the MHCC to Neudorf road would allow kids to bike to UMO
school safely. The road is too scary even for adults.

4/1/2020 10:03 PM

2

Bill Wilkes park. I walk my dog here as do many others. It is away from a road, has a stream
and mature trees and has been recently planted with fruit trees and had some exercise
equipment installed. I would like to see it turned into a dog park with fenced spaces for large
and small dogs. There are few places where it is safe or even permitted to let dogs off leash.
Christchurch has some excellent examples of dog parks. No toilet facilities here but currently
no need as people don't stay there long as there's nothing much to do except throw balls for
your dog or use the exercise equipment. Swings have been provided by one of the
neighbours and are hanging in the willow tree. Well used too. Winston Park is simply a
thoroughfare . - shortcut from Kingsley Place to Churchill Avenue. There is nothing to do
there. When I first came to live in Kingsley Place (1966, still live there in the same house) the
neighbours got together and planted trees, which the council provided, in the park . But they
were soon knocked out by the mower whose driver found them a nuisance. They would be a
beautiful sight now - 53 years later. So whatever is put there needs to be looked after. Some
exercise equipment and some playground equipment would be a good start. The park needs
draining in the winter though. No toilet facilities here but probably they would be more of a
problem than an asset unless someone is looking after them well.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

3

Put up lighting and improve facilities at chelsea ave. Please dont just give up on it. Problem
solve how to prevent vandals. It used to be well used an loved . More picnic tables , benches
and much more trees for shade.

4/1/2020 9:59 PM

4

Find more natural alternatives for reinforcing paths, Please don't use that horrid gravel. It is
unforgiving and very uncomfortable to walk on. Coarse sand would be better. Some adult
hanging, balance and climbing equipment would be awesome. Checking the condition of
signs would be good. Some of the signs at Dellside park are getting hard to read/see. More
provision for people with disabilities to interact with nature would be grand. - A
smelling/tactile garden for vision impaired, making parts of the walks possible for those in
wheelchairs would also be wonderful. Great walks around this ward. Such a pleasure to be
able to spend time in nature and know the parks are cared for so well. Thank you for all the
work you do.

4/1/2020 9:57 PM

5

Any reserve or park that has a playground needs to have more shade, even if you think the
shade is adequate, it's not. It is too hot and too risky to take our children out to play. And
seats. Please do not install seats made for giants like the seats at the playground by the
town hall. These seats are ridiculous. We also need more water areas in this ward. Look at
Napier/Hastings. They have water pads, play grounds with water features. They have got
them all over both councils, they are doing it right.

4/1/2020 5:18 PM

6

Faulkner Bush is great, just keep it going as it is please. Waiiti Reserve needs regular
maintenance under the bridge to remove the graffiti and rubbish amongst the rocks and
pebbles. It definitely needs large, unambiguous signage banning the lighting of fires during
the summer. I'm not sure what, if any, the toilet facilities are but there needs to be something
as it is most unpleasant coming across human faeces within the reserve and on the private
land that is next door to it.

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

7

Hi my name is Ciaran Thompson I'm involved with Wakefield Country Players and I hear you
are building a multi purpose facility. As I'm in theatre I would love it if you added a stage for
our future productions in the building as the Wakefield village hall is now is quite old (it was
opened in 1971) and while we still use it a newer building would be amazing.I also think
more seating and an upgrade of the playground would be awesome Thanks Ciaran
Thompson

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

8

The playground on Aranui Road is great but the baby swing there is completely unsafe with
a number of babies slipping under on it. It would be great to have another small one in the
community maybe by the wharf or in one of the new subdivisions. The sign on Iwa Street for
the cycle way turn off is too small and a large number of cyclist miss this and carry on to
Rana Place where they cant go anywhere. It would be lovely to be able to walk/cycle all the
way through to the sea at Seafton Valley from the wharf without going on the roads - this
could be done if Moreland Reserve had access from Toru street then wind your away around
the back to join up with the cycle/path by Mapua school. It would save the cyclist from
clogging up Aranui Road especially with the number of children that walk to scooter to
school. More planting along this area and Morely Drain - people walk along this with their
dogs and kids use the drain to tadpole - wouldn't that be great. The crown/queen own the
land where the house stops the connection from Moreland Reserve to Toru. This should be
given back and made into a pathway. Its not legal for anyone to take over that land and its
hard to understand why the council allow this.

4/1/2020 5:13 PM
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9

Playground at Faulkners bush is on the small side and needs an update

4/1/2020 5:08 PM

10

Provide a sealed formed boat ramp in Mapua at the waterfront park that can access the main
channel at all tides for recreation, water safety (rescues) and locals to use.

4/1/2020 5:06 PM

11

More signs and “policing” of Freedom campers. It would be wonderful if the footpaths in
Ruby bay could be joined up with the ones in Mapua so you could walk all the way along the
coast to the estuary.

3/31/2020 5:47 PM

12

Some. like Rabbit Island, are important to keep as a natural environment, similar to as it is
now, commercial activity free, but with many more seating options. Generally, more active
participation of the population is needed to educate them in the features of various areas,
including natural habitat, heritage, and care/ custodianship of the various parks. This needs
to be guided by the TDC, but in association with various volunteer groups. More seating
clusters are needed, especially in urban parks, where individuals and groups can walk, and
then rest and socialise, before moving on. Each local park needs at least one properly
developed socialising/resting area, with the more readily avaliable sealed for all weather use,
and preferably several, where various age and interest groups can gather. The new seating
area at Thorpe Bush in Motueka provides one option, but there should be others, with a
variety of design features. Seek various fundraising options for such development, so that
ratepayer funds are not the only source. Many more information panels, with information on
natural life and features, heritage, and restoration and maintenance initiatives, and where to
refer if interested in participating. Encourage more events, such as soirees, Histironics (?)
acting group, adventure walks targeting various ages and interests, especially school groups
of various ages, art classes and exhibitions, games and activities targeting locals. For the
most part, parks are empty of people, and more use needs to be made of them, especially
for the physical and emotional health of the community.

3/31/2020 5:10 PM

13

We are poorly served for access to the waters of Tasman Bay. The region has double the
national boat ownership average and no investment has gone into providing access to the
water. The region needs a series of localised boat ramps that communities can use. Boating
and recreational fishing contributes approx $60 million dollars to the regional economy (est
2016) and this will continue to grow as the population grows. One only has to look down
driveways in the area to see the high boat ownership numbers. Grossi point for example can
have up to 50 trailers parked up during the height of the snapper season and with the hourly
churn the total number of daily users is much higher! Because we don't have enough
facilities, spread across the Waimea Moutere area to expect these people to drive to
Motueka and Nelson boat ramps is both unrealistic and unsustainable as both these ramps
are already at the limits way beyond what they were designed for, and that's before you look
at the mileage of a return trip and steaming your boat to Mapua and the massive carbon
footprint this will add. Reserves are for recreation and recreational boating and fishing is
consistent with the intended use of our reserves, in fact all seaside reserves should have
some for of boat ramp spreading the ease of access to the Tasman Bay waters

3/31/2020 4:14 PM

14

See comment about signage above. Information is valuable in some cases but just knowing
that a walk or park is public land is enough. Now that Dominion flats is well established with
paths and can be part of a large loop, including Chaytor road or Dawson road, a toilet in
dominion Flats somewhere would be an asset.

3/31/2020 4:03 PM

15

Signage for Moreland Place Reserve. This needs to be prominent (give the driveway like
access that most new comes to the area do not even realise goes to a community reserve)
and permanent so that it stays in place. Some kind of 'entrance way' that identifies the
entrance to a park rather than to a private house would also assist in making this a better
utilized community amenity. Dawson Road walkway would benefit from some re-contouring
so that the beginning of the track off Dawson road was less steep. This does put some
people off using this useful connecting link.

3/31/2020 2:27 PM

16

A Waimea Inlet walkway from Mapua to rRoughIsland

3/30/2020 9:56 PM

17

Ban freedom campers.

3/30/2020 9:49 PM

18

Ngaio Reserve needs a play area for kids Dominion Flats should have a toilet as it is often in
the middle of a nice walk Stormwater creek between Tahi Street and Langford walkway
needs a clean up all the nice little planted areas at roadsides and roundabouts need more
maintenance; they look neglected

3/30/2020 8:56 PM

19

It would be nice to have some play equipment near the Ngaio tree on Mapua Wharf, where
parents can see their children while having a drink or a meal. The shore around Grossi Point
is held together with broken concrete blocks and other rubbish. It would be nice to have kind
of a nice retaining wall/border with some steps to access the beach. Dominion Flats needs a
toilet. There are often volunteers working to upgrade the plantings or doing maintenance. It's

3/30/2020 8:41 PM
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also a nice walk from the village down to Dominion Flats and up to Dawsons Road or Seaton
Valley Road and back to Mapua, but a "toilet stop" would be good.
20

to look at the spread of pampas grass for example along the causeway to the Mapua motor
camp, and throughout that top end of the Mapua estuary. I may be wrong but I think this is
pampas grass and not one of our natives. It seeds easily and spreads quickly into large
clumps.

3/30/2020 12:08 PM

21

A track from Pomona Rd to Seaton Vally Rd would make a good loop track. A walkway from
Joseph Senior Way or Crusader Drive to Stafford Rd would also be good.

3/30/2020 11:49 AM

22

The opportunity to link the paths and reserves should be kept open and front of mind, and
links should be developed as time goes on - acknowledging that Reserve 2 is tidal, it would
still be great to be able to walk right round at low tide without battling mud! As a member of a
local walking group comprising around 70 members, we have around 30 members who walk
together every week. Our favourite walks are local and everyone loves to have a loop ideally with options for the slower, less energetic walkers to 'peel off' and loop back when
they are ready. Yes, this is an ideal world option, but it would be sad that this ideal is not
factored in and every opportunity to achieve it is incorporated in planning.

3/30/2020 8:31 AM

23

Mapua Domain playground is very old and rundown and yet has a huge amount of use (and
this is increasing). This badly needs replacing.

3/28/2020 10:50 AM

24

Mapua playground I believe is already being upgraded soon. Tasman park needs a proper
toilet block rather than a long drop. It could do with a sealed path so kids can scooter on it
rather than the rough surface currently. Grossi's point needs the big pine trees cut down and
a native planting plan in place. The pines have pinecone that drop in the wind and big sea
birds which also drop... IIn high winds the trees down there are dangerous and make using
the reserve impossible on windy days. Grossi's point is also very popular with dog walkers
but they are usually off the lead and without their owners realising. We have also had
many encounters with dogs off the lead frightening our kids.

3/20/2020 10:13 PM

25

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to
any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the
application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision
of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to
build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar community
organisation.

3/19/2020 7:54 AM

26

More native plantings

3/18/2020 3:18 PM

27

no one park or reserve is the same so you can't expect to get an answer across the board as
one answer does not fit all which to me this what this question does. for me priority is
replacing a community boat ramp for Mapua at the Waterfront Park

3/13/2020 3:49 PM

28

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to
any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the
application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision
of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to
build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar community
organisation.

3/13/2020 12:53 PM

29

Basically I like the reserves the way they are - generally in my view there are near to enough
toilets now and adding extra equipment (like play equipment) takes away from being able to
be creative in enjoying activities. I can remember Kaiteriteri the way it used to be with
parking up to sand dunes and Little Kaiteriteri with no houses. To my way of thinking, it looks
too manicured now, however I know it had to be formalised somewhat to cope with its
popularity. At least one can enjoy the more natural beauty at the many delightful beaches
along the Able Tasman National Park. I think it is very important to stop litter from
accumulating as any litter attracts more litter - if only everyone would take their litter home to
dispose.

3/11/2020 10:04 PM

30

I support the construction of a boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua Waterfront Park.
This is the reinstatement of the existing ramp that is no longer available to the boat
community of Mapua and districts I object to any reclassification of the freehold land know as
the Water Front Park or the application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would
interfere with the provisions of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate
or delay any application to build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any
similar community organisation. The area of the Water Front Park closer to the shops and

3/11/2020 2:57 PM
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restaurants needs more shade, larger trees, permanent umbrellas and picnic tables.
Unfortunately it is to far away for parents to supervise their children if they are dining at the
wharf eateries.
31

Work with local sports codes towards an all weather astroturf complex that can be used by
all codes when the weather is too wet or too dry to reduce damage and maintenance costs
on the other sports fields as happens most years. This has to be achievable, surely?

3/10/2020 3:42 PM

32

Wide , pedestrian , all weather, safe, disability and child friendly pathways and
interconnections. between the five reserve areas I mentioned in box 1- see below At the
moment there is a potpourri uncoordinated mixture of poor and unsafe access, no access,
excellent access! For example disability and child friendly access from Wharf to WF park is
excellent, but there is no safe disability friendly access to the foreshore at the South end of
WF Park. There is a pathway along the South-western boundary of WF park to parking lot at
Aranui road but it is far too narrow , and overgrown, and surface is unsuitable (ie not safe, for
those with walkers, canes, mobility scooters . Then where to? No safe access down to
Grossi Point for anyone (tots, kids, adults seniors) with any sort of mobility vulnerability. If
people walk or jog there they do so along the road! or on uneven mobility aid unfriendly
grass verge. why not a decent wide pedestrian sidewalk down Tahi street on at least one
side, and into Grossi point? A similar good quality psedetrain pathway from Tahi street
carpark at South end of Waterfront Park, with a zebra crossing, to West side of Tahi street,
then a good pathway along the land banked remediated land right out to the Langford drive
reserve. A small wooden bridge across the gully on the far side plus good pathway in the
Langfor drive would make a superb "loop" for people of all ages and health - from the
Village, to Lnagford drive, across the Tahi Street West green space (on a pathway) down to
Grossi on a pathway, back up to Waterfront Pro, then to the Wharf, and back along Iwa or
Aranui road to the Village! . Also, think of creating at least some seating and stable viewing
area on the South west portion of the existing Tahi Street foreshore - it is beautiful in the
mornings and evenings there, an quiet, but there is absolutely no place to sit - nor any
shade. Treets in raised planter beds there would make a lot of sense relevant reserves:
Aranui Road to Langford Drive Walkway Grossi Point Esplanade Reserve Grossi Point
Recreation Reserve Mapua Waterfront Park Ngaio Park

3/9/2020 9:32 AM

33

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp.

3/9/2020 8:43 AM

34

Better toilets at Mapua playground and Tasman Domain

2/29/2020 2:08 PM

35

Mapua needs cut through walkways wgerever possible. Away from roads. Prefetably natural
in material not concrete. To have a commuter ferry from mapua to rabbit islland with the
ability to commute woukd change the way mapua works. It was done before but never
properly advertised and befire so many had ebikes. That would be a game changer.

2/27/2020 9:55 PM

36

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to
any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the
application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision
of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to
build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar community
organisation.

2/27/2020 3:33 PM

37

I love our parks and think we are very lucky to have the parks we do. One of the reasons I
live here I think Mapua needs a boat ramp. I like the McKee one but if not there then
somewhere else. There is currently a lot of empty green space on the old polluted factory
grounds for trailers so it could be anywhere on Tahi street. Just need to buy one house and
bulldoze it which would be a fraction of the overall cost anyway so why use up reserve
space? Tamaha scouts are a great part of Mapua childlife and their boating access and
storage needs to be preserved. I think the dinner crowd like watching the scouts launch. I
think that we need more spaces for Freedom Campers that are in scenic places with toilet
facilities. I think these are important to showcase our country to the young travelers that
come here to see our country and take hope their experiences. I think McKee and Kina
reserve are great. Must have toilet facilities and must prevent long staying. A walkway from
Mapua Wharf through to the main Mot-Richmond road would be good for kids catching the
school bus and walkers but only if it can be kept back from the estuary. We need to preserve
human-free areas of the estuary for wildlife. Def no dogs

2/27/2020 2:31 PM

38

Please provide a safe accessible place for people to launch their boats near Grossi point or
close to the estuary or existing facility that is not such a drama to access. We love jumping
off the wharf, we love kayaking in the estuary and we love boating. It is an amazing place for
boating, sailing, kayaking and swimming. We need to be able to launch boats easily for

2/27/2020 2:29 PM
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accompanying young sailors, fishing young kayakers out of the water etc. Living opposite an
area where people ride their dirt bikes I am thinking there also might be a place for people to
do this. It is quite a noisy pass time so it would need to be somewhere that would not drive
the next door neighbours nuts.
39

I would like to encourage Council to consider construction of a new community boat ramp on
teh southern side of teh Mapua Waterfront Park for the benefit of the wider boating
community. All three of my kids have been involved in the local Tamaha Sea Scouts (based
in Mapua) and we now find it very difficult to launch our boats and kayaks since the recent
wharf 'upgrades' were completed, especially those at the Jellyfish. A new boat ramp and
associate storage facility would make things much easier and allow this valuable scouting
resource to continue into the future. I've seen some of the early stage concept plans for the
boat ramp and note that it takes up very little space, leaving plenty of the park space
available for other users. There is readily available parking space for boats and trailers on
the opposite side of Tahi Street, keeping the necessary development work to an absolute
minimum. I would strongly object to any proposed reclassification of the Mapua Waterfront
Park or any of the other 'reserve' land in the immediate environs of the park; particularly
objecting to any further commercialisiation of the area or any change in classification which
would block future development of this space as a boat ramp facility.

2/27/2020 12:44 PM

40

Build a boat ramp at Mapua waterfront park

2/27/2020 12:22 PM

41

The walk/cycle way down from Dawson Road to the Dominion Road reserve is so steep near
the top that it is dangerous, slippery to walk down (so much do my mum is unable to get
down there) and for a cyclist so steep you need to climb off and push... would be great if you
could break it up into steps maybe? Or change the layout to make the slope more gradual

2/27/2020 12:19 PM

42

The walkway/steps between Citrus Grove & Langford Drive needs a light A playground &
picnic area near the toilets at the Mapua wharf would be nice & would complement the boat
ramp if it were to go ahead there

2/20/2020 11:12 AM

43

I object to any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or
the application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the
provision of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any
application to build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar
community organisation.

2/19/2020 9:28 AM

44

A Mapua Waterfront Parks need playground equipment - best on commercially zoned land
cnr. Tahi St and Aranui Road as this is more sheltered and away from water hazards. B A
boat launching ramp, as proposed by Mapua Boat Club, is needed at Waterfront Park.
Alternatively, at mouth of Seaton Valley Stream. There are far more people involved in
boating and fishing than any other form of active recreation! C Cycleways need improvement
to separate cyclists and pedestrians.

2/18/2020 3:30 PM

45

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to
any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the
application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision
of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to
build such a ramp by the Mapua It would be great to have a cycle way around the Waimea
inlet as an alternative to using the ferry crossing on the cycle route Installation of more gas
BBQ at Rabbit Island

2/18/2020 10:15 AM

46

MApua Water Front Reserve - I would support the construction of a community boat ramp on
the southern side of the Mapua Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere
boating community, Sea Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the
Mapua boat ramp. A playground area at the Mapua Water Front would be an amazing
addition.

2/18/2020 9:49 AM

47

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to
any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the
application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision
of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to
build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar community
organisation.

2/18/2020 9:00 AM

48

I would like to have shaded areas closer to the BBQs in Faulkner Bush and Edward Bagient
Reserve. It would be awesome if the toilets were not so far from the playground in Faulkner
Bush, or if there was another single toilet closer to the playground as it is too far away to

2/16/2020 4:43 PM
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send small children to the toilet by themselves, especially since it's so close to the main
road/highway. When I had two small children we all had to go the toilets together even if only
one of us needed to use them as I couldn't leave them on the playground so far away by
themselves.
49

Ellis street playground and Starveall Street playground need upgraded and added to. I would
love to see a playground somewhere in the new plans for Edward Baigent Reserve. Work on
re-establishing more native bush.

2/15/2020 9:24 AM

50

Remove fences where possible and encourage people to get involved.

2/15/2020 8:13 AM

51

appropriate signage at Waiiti Bridge and environs monitoring and policing of inappropriate
behaviours

1/30/2020 3:02 PM

52

Faulkner Bush Reserve - shade sails or similar over the playground equipment. Children are
fully exposed to the sun and heat, and there is no respite for them.

1/29/2020 10:14 PM

53

Lord Rutherford Park (a) Lot 22 DP 18760. Firstly there is a park bench installed on a
concrete pad that is smaller that the bench! It needs some pavers laid around the outside to
make it look better. Also, the boundary on the Northern side could so with some native
planting. Lord Rutherford Park (c) Lot 1 DP 19228. Level up the gravel path from Wanderers
Ave to the sports ground.

1/17/2020 7:44 AM

54

Dont make the seating so high off the ground. Kids cant get up and adults cant relax
because their feet are left swinging. Swinging..... put in adult sized swings so they can share
the joy with their kids.

1/17/2020 12:19 AM

55

Dog friendly areas.

1/16/2020 12:02 PM

56

Mapu play equipment is tired and needing upgrading.

1/15/2020 8:49 PM

57

more signs about wildlife and fire danger

1/15/2020 8:37 PM

58

Some parks (e.g Hoddy Estuary Reserve) provide a lot of open space which requires
mowing on a regular basis. There are some good plantings there but these could be
extended to reduce open space which is not extensively used while still leaving some open
space for play activities. This would reduce reliance on mowing and contribute both to
carbon sequestration and reduction in carbon emissions. After the first few years, if the
plantings were properly managed, they would be able to compete with weeds and will not
require much maintenance. Gaps could be left for views and picnic spots and it would
provide an easy forest experience for young children and those less able. This would also
enhance biodiversity giving habitat for native species which also contributes to the nature
experience.

1/12/2020 11:42 AM

59

LEH Baigent reserve would benefit from signage about the wildlife & environment. Also
noting the history & concept of it being a place where the environment is enhanced naturally
for family usage without being altered by modern features such a playgrounds & car parks
etc. Local volunteer groups are currently undertaking enhancement of this area to encourage
greater family usage while restricting changes to natural methods rather than inserting manmade structures & facilities.

12/18/2019 4:17 PM

60

As mentioned above: Faulkners bush in Wakefield has too much grass damage due to
vehicles driving onto it daily. There should be vehicle barriers to prevent this.

12/14/2019 2:37 PM

61

As the summers get hotter, shaded walking areas become more important. The reserves
should encourage people to get active, walking cycling. Therefore my suggestion is
increasing areas with native bush. Picknick areas should be away from the cars so the ones
seeking a quiet spot find one. The parks and reserves should be under liquor ban. There
could be a area that is dog free and an area that is designated for walking dogs along with a
dog training area. Children playgrounds are a good idea too. Some education of the natural
world like insect hotels, refuges for small reptiles could make the reserves education and
help preserve species. A bike park or track were the youngsters can learn to ride a bike in
safety.

12/9/2019 3:40 PM

62

Much of the playground equipment is aging, incorporating natural features or making
mounds and shapes rather than flat and boring. Faulkners bush between Hunt Terrace and
Wakefield School has 5 gates. Why? These should all be removed so bicycles have easier
access. It would be excellent to see more friut trees and edible perrenial plantings in our
reserves and public spaces. Allowing space for community gardens or food forests for
community resilence.

12/4/2019 4:53 AM

63

Make them more wildlife friendly - it needs all the help it can get. They're not linked. We need
to start implementing wildlife corridors. We also need to stop/reduce the sprays used in
them.

12/3/2019 11:31 AM
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64

Wakefield recreation reserve; with the addition of the bike park there is a influx of unsafe
parking Pigeon Valley Road before the bridge. gravel carpark is no longer safe as a gravel
pit and should be cleaned up and sealed, (the dust from this blows all across the village). No
toilet and limited rubish facilities, (kids do not walk to the public toilets its too far) walkway
adjacent to the bike track is unsafe as its used as part of the bike track. Use the recently
aquired land to expand the sports fields to the south, build a community hall to replace the
shabby out dated unsafe existing hall, this could replace the existing building on the south
corner of the soccer field and incorporate the small bore rifle club. the above could be fund
assisted by the sale of the existing hall and affordable housing/appartments built on this area
in Whitby Way. Dont plant trees that will shade sports fields with the expansion Do not create
a camping area for the dirty smelly free loading freedom campers

17 / 52

12/3/2019 6:20 AM
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Q4 What is your future vision for parks and reserves? How would you
like them to be 10 to 20 years from now, or beyond?Tell us whether your
answer relates to all parks and reserves in Moutere-Waimea Ward, or
specific ones only (please name these).
Answered: 53

Skipped: 17
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I would like the parks to be places where people gather and there are things for them to do.
There are many examples from around the world for inspiration.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

2

Trees, natural play equipment, plenty of grass space to play.

4/1/2020 9:59 PM

3

Well maintained, healthy growth and safe for everyone to enjoy

4/1/2020 9:57 PM

4

They should all have a plan for a toilet. All have plans for shade. Some should be dog off the
lead friendly, others should request leads, or no dogs.

4/1/2020 5:18 PM

5

I would love to see more community events utilising Faulkner Bush and other parks and
reserves in more urban areas. The rural reserves just need to be maintained and provided
with toilet facilities if they don't already have them. More native planting in these reserves
would encourage birds and reduce the fire risk.

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

6

I think having a multi purpose building for sports, meetings and theatre would be great I think
the Wakefield Recreation Reserve would be a great place for it.

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

7

More walks and cycle tracks and more native planting.

4/1/2020 5:13 PM

8

More native bush etc

4/1/2020 5:11 PM

9

i think having a couple of fruit trees on all reserves is a good idea as then that can provide
food for the wider community

4/1/2020 5:08 PM

10

Waterfront Park Specific. Shared use by boats with a ramp and other recreational activities
such as BBQ and rest areas for those wanting to get away from the hustle and bustle of the
wharf. Building a ramp at the waterfront park and removing motor boats from Grossi Point
will be a great outcome for the community and ensure Grossi point is managed as a reserve
in its own protecting the historical and cultural significance

4/1/2020 5:06 PM

11

They remain unspoilt public spaces

3/31/2020 5:47 PM

12

Perhaps the park most ready for development is the Saxton sports complex. Intensification
of population around it, and more use of it into the future, needs special and urgent attention.
Note - I have had a good session with the consultant for this - rob Greenaway - and look
forward to his suggestions. The most glaring areas for concern, is the need for seating and
pathways, especially off road traffic, and socialising nodes relating to sporting events. There
are basically no seating - apart for spectators - in the whole complex, a;though parts are of
international standard.

3/31/2020 5:10 PM

13

All seaside reserves should have boat ramp facilities

3/31/2020 4:14 PM

14

Well maintained but still quite 'low key' and natural with enough open space for play and
activity.

3/31/2020 2:27 PM

15

A walk/cycle way from Nelson to Kaiteriteri that is not reliant on the Mapua ferry

3/30/2020 9:56 PM

16

More native trees and therefore native fauna.

3/30/2020 9:49 PM

17

keep them clean and tidy

3/30/2020 8:56 PM

18

I value our reserves as places to get out and about walking with or without our dog. It would
be great if cycles did not compete with walkers on the same paths. Yes this is a generic
comment applicable to all our reserves.

3/30/2020 12:08 PM

19

Long term and big picture, maintaining public access to green spaces and coastal spaces is
a priority. We are a coastal village and coastal spaces are what makes this such a special
place. It would such a pity to lose this. Walking will never go out of fashion and being able to
walk to a reserve then picnic, play, socialise or just 'be' is a sign of a healthy infrastructure.

3/30/2020 8:31 AM

20

I think it is vital we protect all our open spaces and don’t allow any reduction of them. In this
vein I would not like to see the reserve at Mapua Wharf be reduced by the introduction of a
boat ramp across it. We need to look for opportunities for more open spaces when areas are
newly developed (eg subdivisions.) Scale is important- do many small reserves equal one
big?

3/28/2020 10:50 AM

21

I'd like to see more native planting and small kid friendly areas. Many parks are good for age
3 up but difficult to find anywhere for the little ones.

3/20/2020 10:13 PM

22

Help form habitat for native flora and fauna

3/18/2020 3:18 PM

23

have a balance between active and passive recreation

3/13/2020 3:49 PM
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24

There has to be some sort of user contribution - maybe some of the petrol tax or better still
some of the GST/arrival charge that tourists pay be used to help with the ever increasing
costs of keeping these reserves pleasant for all to use. the recent Government release of
funds for extra facilities such as toilets needs to be ongoing. I know TDC is getting some
traction with biological control of pest plants such as Old Mans Beard and Banana
passionfruit. The pest free 2050 aim is gathering pace especially on the predator problem nice to see more native birds about.

3/11/2020 10:04 PM

25

Mapua Water Front Park Mckee Domain KIna Reserve

3/11/2020 2:57 PM

26

There to be used. By as many as possible.

3/10/2020 3:42 PM

27

Protect and conserve against sea level rise as much of the foreshore, and foreshore
reserves, in the Mapua Lagoon Mapua Waterfront area as possible - including the building of
raised walkways - as has been done eg on portions fo Great Taste Trail from Richmond to
Rabbit Island. The sea will rise for sure - but walkways can still make the coastal are
accessible

3/9/2020 9:32 AM

28

Mapua Waterfront Park

3/9/2020 8:43 AM

29

Awesome placea for kids to have fun and explore nature.

2/29/2020 2:08 PM

30

Keep as,much natural content as possible. Bring back the trees and the birds. This area is
getting too much concrete. Health and wellbeing support nature connection. Social interactiin
is a masssive part of community so let ys do it organically where we can travel on foot or
bike within our village and do meet people rsther thsn being forced onto cars and only
meeting those at your destination.

2/27/2020 9:55 PM

31

Existing reserves should be maintained as they are and new reserves need to be created as
population grows

2/27/2020 2:31 PM

32

Multi use areas where we can still access the sea and walk on the grass. Lots of trees for
shade.Designated areas where we can take our dogs and horses. Maybe also a designated
dirt bike park where people can go hard and be noisy to their hearts content.

2/27/2020 2:29 PM

33

Bigger trees and well maintained

2/27/2020 12:19 PM

34

Rabbit and rough islands to remain in undeveloped states. The Rough is.fresh water wildlife
wet area ( swamp) needs protecting and restoring to its original state ie. Native planting
around it.

2/25/2020 11:30 AM

35

Definitely a boat ramp at the Mapua waterfront area which would make Grossi Point a safer
& more pleasant place for recreational users

2/20/2020 11:12 AM

36

All parks and reseres should have a program of tree planting to provide shade and a
softening of the inviroment

2/19/2020 9:28 AM

37

More of them!

2/18/2020 3:30 PM

38

A Mapua community boat ramp, Grossie Point developed into a picnic area with gas BBQs
and picnic tables

2/18/2020 10:15 AM

39

Large trees in groups for people to rest and picnic under - this is become a lost activity in
communities.

2/18/2020 9:49 AM

40

Keep the bush walks as natural as possible without too many fences as it's great for children
to explore the native forests.

2/16/2020 4:43 PM

41

More native bush - interesting playground equipment that works properly!

2/15/2020 9:24 AM

42

More updated play equipment

1/24/2020 12:28 PM

43

I would like to see the native trees and plants flourishing and the birdlife, so maybe
traps/predator free?

1/23/2020 10:15 AM

44

Still open and green spaces. Being able to get out into these spaces is invaluable.

1/17/2020 7:44 AM

45

Less area's for screaming kids.

1/16/2020 12:02 PM

46

keep safe areas for picnics for young families...unspecfic

1/15/2020 8:37 PM

47

A haven for both people and wildlife

1/12/2020 11:42 AM

48

Tailor any enhancements to the current & projected usage level as well as the locations.
Some will benefit from accommodating larger numbers of people & contain man-made
enhancements e.g. playgrounds, fixed BBQs & designated car parking, while other areas
(generally smaller) should emphasise the natural & unmodified environment.

12/18/2019 4:17 PM
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49

More planting of native species, but you have planted too much of Aki Aki and Pittisporum.
Something different please!

12/14/2019 2:37 PM

50

Lots of nature as more and more land is lost to settlements. In future we need natural
habitats should be created or preserved. There may be a time when the reserves are the
only place left where people can connect to nature without having to travel far. Where
feasible wetlands and native bush should be first priority. This relates to any reserve.

12/9/2019 3:40 PM

51

More edible landscaping in most reserves. Upgraded playground facilities. Fresh water for
drinking/refilling bottles where practical, a seperate tap that you can get a bottle under, not
just the sink in the loos.

12/4/2019 4:53 AM

52

I'd like to see wildlife couriers linking the parks and reserves.

12/3/2019 11:31 AM

53

they need to be clean and well maintained, invest now to provide for our future generations

12/3/2019 6:20 AM
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Q5 As the population of Tasman District grows, Council is likely to
acquire new parks and reserves. Are there any locations within
Moutere-Waimea Ward where you'd like to see new reserves, areas for
sporting activities or walkways etc established?
Answered: 43

Skipped: 27
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Parks need to be close to residential areas. When new subdivisions are planned then parks
with purpose should be planned. They should be attractive places where people would
gather - so there needs to be a reason for people to gather. There are a number of TED talks
on this subject for someone to research.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

2

Keep up the cycle tracks and native planting.

4/1/2020 9:59 PM

3

If the park is as good as the rets then just letting the public know that you are developing a
new one and where it is should be enough.

4/1/2020 9:57 PM

4

I think the Wakefield Recreation Reserve as I'm in Wakefield Country Players would be cool
if there was a building with a theatre stage inside as the Wakefield Village Hall one although
great will eventually be to old to use.

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

5

Seaton Valley Road would be great for a man made lake and bike park.

4/1/2020 5:13 PM

6

We are well served with walkways and reserves in Mapua

4/1/2020 5:06 PM

7

Ruby bay to Mapua estuary connection.

3/31/2020 5:47 PM

8

Every development should have a dedicated park, properly developed, which is the heart of
the area, where all age groups can be accomodated, and perhaps managed by locals if
possible. This will need communithy consultation.

3/31/2020 5:10 PM

9

A walkway/cycleway link between Aranui Park and Higgs Rd.

3/31/2020 2:27 PM

10

Areas around the rivers in Brightwater and Wakefield.

3/30/2020 9:49 PM

11

the walkway between the causeway in Mapua and the walkway from the Mapua school to
the beach needs to be completed

3/30/2020 8:56 PM

12

At the end of Iwa street a new housing development is underway. I hope that the walking
track started from the reserve accessed through Moreland place, will eventually loop round
the back of the new Iwa street subdivision and allow for walkers and dogs to continue round
and come out at Aranui Road or another exit point. It is great that there is a way to walk past
new houses onto the Mapua domain from Iwa street.It looks like this is planned. The tracks
through Aranui Park would be improved by a link at the top of the stream to Higgs Road.
Providing longer and shorter loops through our different reserves is an outcome I would love
to see. A link between Jessie Street and Aranui Road would complete another loop.

3/30/2020 12:08 PM

13

Each development and subdivision should have open space and walkways that are
accessible and link up

3/30/2020 8:31 AM

14

Linking walkways are fantastic so any opportunities to do this would be fantastic! A walkway
link between Seaton Valley Road and Pamona Road would be fantastic and provide a good
walking/cycling route and an alternative way to school for children.

3/28/2020 10:50 AM

15

Walking tracks in the Moutere area would be good. There is no where to walk that isn't on a
dangerous road.

3/20/2020 10:13 PM

16

Join the great taste trail to the Appleby stopbank trail

3/18/2020 3:18 PM

17

new reserves go hand in hand with increase with population. would have thought it was fairly
obvious that the reserves should be where the population is and accessible for all

3/13/2020 3:49 PM

18

Pretty well catered for I think.

3/11/2020 10:04 PM

19

Grossi Point reserve should become a picnic/swimming area and launching for small craft,
kayaks and sailing boats There should be no large boat launching or trailer parking this
should be on the land left vacant by the chemical works. This area is really the only available
area for boat trailers and large buses.

3/11/2020 2:57 PM

20

Mahana. Appleby.

3/10/2020 3:42 PM

21

Definitely classify Mapua Waterfront Park (max possible area) as a reserve - preferably all of
it but minimally the foreshore and promenade and please keep the coastal foreshore from
the south end of the promenade as a reserve for pedestrians . IS there any way of extending
that pedestrian style walking walkway along Mapua Lagoon - all the way around from the
Wharf and Ngaio Reserve to the foreshore along the leisure park? Could there be a
negotiation with Leisure park owner - perhaps in exchange for shared maintenance and sea
level rise protection of public foreshore along south end of Leisure park? That would permit
another "loop" in a coastal walkway from the Village through to the Wharf...and around to
Grossi Pint and Langford Drive.

3/9/2020 9:32 AM
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22

Walkway from Upper Moutere village to Community Centre

2/29/2020 2:08 PM

23

New sporting areas amoungst the new subdivisions.

2/27/2020 2:31 PM

24

Not sure yet.

2/27/2020 2:29 PM

25

New boat ramp to be established in the Mapua Waterfront Park.

2/27/2020 12:44 PM

26

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to
any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the
application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision
of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to
build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar community
organisation

2/27/2020 12:22 PM

27

More places to walk dogs

2/27/2020 12:19 PM

28

Appleby reserve needs better facilities .

2/25/2020 11:30 AM

29

A Boat ramp, as above. B The maps show major discontinuities in the Queen's Chain, or
Esplanade Reserve. TDC should acquire land to give more waterside pathways.

2/18/2020 3:30 PM

30

Develop the Waimea Dam into a water sport reserve for non-powered vessels only

2/18/2020 10:15 AM

31

Ruby Bay - between mapua and Tasman Reserves - there is a lot of development in
residential zones.

2/18/2020 9:49 AM

32

- a new playground and reserve in the new subdivision on Lower Queen Street near Kotata
Street, - a playground somewhere in Edward Baigent Reserve.

2/15/2020 9:24 AM

33

why new reserves? Brightwater playground reserves are little used now. Suggest current
review should monitor/assess usage of all reserves

1/30/2020 3:02 PM

34

Please no camp site near baigent reserve. We live next to this area and dont see a need
when quinneys is right down the road. I would hate for the litter etc that comes with free
camp spots to ruin the beautiful area that surrounds baigent Reserve. Also my kids love
going for swims and using the tracks along the river and I'm not sure it would stay a nice
safe spot as it is now if the free camp site were to go ahead

1/24/2020 12:28 PM

35

For areas to be joined up with walking/cycling paths that don't require using the
road/highway. A footpath further along eighty-eight valley road would be great for walking.

1/23/2020 10:15 AM

36

Wherever possible!

1/17/2020 7:44 AM

37

Fairose Drive

1/17/2020 12:19 AM

38

We need more dog parks.

1/16/2020 12:02 PM

39

access to paper roads/ estuary margin near bronte, higgs, apple valley rd, hoddys areas

1/15/2020 8:37 PM

40

I would like to see wallkways and cycle paths established between reserves to help children
get to school more easily walking and biking, and general public to walk or bike to the shops.
Acquiring more reserves may contribute to this giving incentive for people to reduce reliance
on cars and helping to keep them active. Coastal areas should not be developed but should
be providing a buffer for sea level rise and the land could be made into reserves in the
meantime rather than putting houses in the way of rising seas.

1/12/2020 11:42 AM

41

An expanded walkway & cycle network across the whole district would certainly be
embraced.

12/18/2019 4:17 PM

42

More options for horse riding would be nice.

12/9/2019 3:40 PM

43

All of them.

12/3/2019 11:31 AM
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Q6 Would you like to see new or updated facilities provided at any of
the parks or reserves in Moutere-Waimea Ward?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 12
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#

PLEASE TELL US WHY YOU SELECTED YES OR NO. IF YOU CHOSE 'YES',
DESCRIBE THE LOCATION AND WHAT FACILITIES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE
PROVIDED.

DATE

1

Artificial turf for football (soccer) at the MHCC would be nice!

4/1/2020 10:03 PM

2

I would like to see updated facilities everywhere. There is not much point in having a grassed
area with nothing on it.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

3

Chelsea ave

4/1/2020 9:59 PM

4

get rid of the gravel, make more accessibility for people with disabilities, install some adult
balance, and hanging equipment

4/1/2020 9:58 PM

5

Toilets at rural reserves.

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

6

I think the Wakefield Recreation Reserve would be a great place to build a multi purpose
building for Sports, Meetings and a stage for theatre productions.

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

7

More places for walking with dogs and signposted appropriately.

4/1/2020 5:11 PM

8

cant think of any

4/1/2020 5:08 PM

9

Community Boat Ramp at the Waterfront Pak Mapua

4/1/2020 5:06 PM

10

Rubbish bins that are regularly,emptied.

3/31/2020 5:50 PM

11

There should be a constant programme of upgrading of facilities.

3/31/2020 5:15 PM

12

Boat ramp at the Mapua Waterfront Reserve and all seaside reserves

3/31/2020 4:15 PM

13

I am concerned about the delay in completing the Mapua wharf redevelopment and in
particular the inactivity over the Ngaio tree reserve. this needs to be clearly differentiated
from the commercial area. this should be a family friendly area and not blurred with an adult
dining area.

3/31/2020 4:11 PM

14

Moreland Place. Seating so that people can stop and enjoy the estuary, bird/nature
watching. Improved signage and NO DOGs signage too!

3/31/2020 2:34 PM

15

We need a boat ramp in Mapua. The only suitable place is in the waterfront park since TDC
has missed the opportunity to buy other suitable properties that have been on the market in
the past.

3/30/2020 9:53 PM

16

as already mentioned: toilets at Dominion Flats and at the ferry landing on Rabbit Island

3/30/2020 8:58 PM

17

I answered that on the previous page

3/30/2020 8:43 PM

18

Nothing else has occured to me

3/30/2020 12:14 PM

19

Facilities seem well cared for.

3/30/2020 11:50 AM

20

As per proposed by Community Association At some point, Mapua is going to need a full
sportsground facility - I am not sure the ideal location of this as I don't know all of the factors
that should be considered

3/30/2020 9:39 AM

21

See my previous comments about Mapua playground.

3/28/2020 10:56 AM

22

Mapua playground but this is already being actioned I believe.

3/20/2020 10:16 PM

23

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to
any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the
application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision
of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to
build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar community
organisation.

3/19/2020 7:55 AM

24

Please refer to my previous comments, a replacement boat ramp at the Waterfront Park,
which in turn would allow the Grossi Point reserve to be more passive and user friendly for
swimmers, family gatherings and to just sit and take in the scenery

3/13/2020 4:04 PM

25

See answer to question 3

3/13/2020 12:55 PM

26

Just more reserves within the new housing areas as per current practice. I think we are very
well catered for with all the existing reserves which include small gems like the Neiman
Creek picnic area - I think we are just about spoiled for choice.

3/11/2020 10:05 PM
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27

Some of the football clubs have terrible facilities. Motueka, Mapua, Richmond AFC

3/10/2020 3:45 PM

28

In a moderate way - that creates accessibility for those with disabilities (and their families,
friends, caregivers) to the views and serenity those of us who have two good feet can enjoy.
I'd also like to see more landscape planting on Waterfront Park and the foreshore on the
edge of LAngfor Drive /West Tahi remediated land. Because of the remediated land issues
tress in particular would have to be in raised planters - but planters of the kind currently in
the Wharf would make excellent seating and would enable larger shade giving trees to be
grown. What can be done to preserve pedestrian access with sea level rise? I'm thinking of
some of the superb wooden walkways butyl by DOC on relevant portions of the Abel
Tasman, and similarity in Motueka, and on Great Taste Trail from Richmond to Rabbit Island.

3/9/2020 9:41 AM

29

Mapua Waterfront Park - I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the
southern side of the Mapua Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating
community, Tamaha Sea Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the
Mapua boat ramp.

3/9/2020 8:43 AM

30

Toilet Tasman Domain

2/29/2020 2:10 PM

31

The Tasman District Council has stated that it wants to fully commercialise the Māpua Wharf.
IF a boatramp was to be built on the Māpua a Waterfront Park, then to accommodate the
Māpua Boat Club and the Tamaha Sea Scouts, provision for the allowance of the building of
a boat storage and club building adjacent to this would need to be considered.

2/27/2020 3:39 PM

32

Please do some thing about the boat ramp at Mapua. Make it easier for us to access - shift
its location slightly or something.

2/27/2020 2:34 PM

33

New boat ramp to be provided as a replacement to the old one at Mapua Waterfront Park

2/27/2020 12:45 PM

34

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp.

2/27/2020 12:32 PM

35

Appleby reserve IS in need of better facilities.

2/25/2020 11:45 AM

36

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp.

2/19/2020 9:33 AM

37

TDC must provide more facilities in the area for boating! It is a very popular activity, but TDC
do nothing.

2/18/2020 3:34 PM

38

Construction of a community boat ramp in Mapua Update facilities at Grossie Point Develop
(gas BBQ and picnic tables) for a day visitor area adjacent to the two camping grounds. A
watersport recreation area as part of the development of the Waimes Dam

2/18/2020 10:19 AM

39

Play ground at Mapua Waterfront and the addition of the boat ramp - as mentioned earlier

2/18/2020 9:52 AM

40

I would like to see a boat ramp built at Mapua waterfront reserve with wash down facilities
similar to those at the Motueka wharf boat ramp

2/18/2020 9:05 AM

41

Upgraded toilets in Edward Bagient especially as the land is developed. A toilet near the
playground in Faulkner Bush. Upgrade toilets in Snowden Bush. A toilet at the end of the
new section of the Great Taste Trail in Wakefield, near Hoult Valley Road.

2/16/2020 4:49 PM

42

Ellis Street playground - tidy up old equipment and add some new, interesting play
equipment. Starveall Street playground - add some new, interesting play equipment. A nice,
new, unique playground in Edward Baigent Reserve in Wakefield.

2/15/2020 10:25 AM

43

I don't see anything wrong with wakefield's amenities as it is as long as they're kept updated
and clean. Perhaps the public toilet in the wakefield carpark could be cleaned a bit better /
regularly as it is an extremely busy we toilet

1/24/2020 12:32 PM

44

I like them the way they are

1/23/2020 10:16 AM

45

Public toilets near parks..... little kids need to go wees 5 minutes into playtime

1/17/2020 12:22 AM

46

Sufficient toilet facilities are essential across all parks & reserves. Extra signage pleading
people to dispose of their rubbish responsibly. Either pack out what you pack in, or even
directing people to where there are public disposal points. Measures to deter or prevent
hooning.

12/18/2019 4:17 PM

47

The fear is that you will allow freedom camping, a thing which we locals dread

12/14/2019 2:45 PM

48

I don't know of any short falls. Money is tight.

12/9/2019 4:20 PM
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49

Refresh playground at faulkners bush.

12/4/2019 5:04 AM

50

as previously stated, build a community hub/hall at Wakefield recreation reserve and ditch
the existing shabby one to help pay for it

12/3/2019 6:28 AM
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Q7 There are currently only two campgrounds on Council reserve land
in Moutere-Waimea Ward: at Kina Beach Recreation Reserve and
McKee Recreation Reserve (Ruby Bay). Do you think that any of the
other park and reserve areas in the Ward should be opened to
camping?
Answered: 58

Skipped: 12
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Yes

39.66%
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No

60.34%
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TOTAL

58
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#

PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY YOU ANSWERED YES OR NO. IF YOU ANSWERED YES,
PLEASE LIST THE RESERVE AREAS YOU THINK SHOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR
CAMPING.

DATE

1

Definitely not. There are too many freedom campers causing problems already, don't invite
more problems.

4/1/2020 10:03 PM

2

KIna Beach and McKee Reserve are fine but people should pay to stay there (perhaps they
do already, I'm not sure) as they would at any other camp ground. I think that people should
support the camping grounds that are already available and support local businesses. I don't
agree with freedom camping. If people can't afford to stay at a campground they should save
up before they come to NZ and do their camping in a way that supports the community and
leaves the environment as undisturbed as possible.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

3

Not for freedom camping. Paid managed sites please.

4/1/2020 9:59 PM

4

Camping areas need to be a separate entity. Parks and reserves are for family and
community use. Baigent Reserve in Wakefield lost its purpose when it was overrun by
campers a few years ago, the locals could no longer use it for walking themselves or their
dogs. If Council wants to encourage campers, then provide separate facilities, please.

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

5

Not really because campers can (sometimes) not clean up after themselves.

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

6

We have enough with the Leisure Park as well.

4/1/2020 5:13 PM

7

As long as they are monitored and not free. This would bring more money into the
communities shops

4/1/2020 5:11 PM

8

Spring Grove hall Reserve for self contained motor home association campers only.

4/1/2020 5:08 PM

9

We also other commercial campgrounds that pay rates and these businesses need to be
supported by tourists

4/1/2020 5:06 PM

10

Best to make these 2 areas really good for campers, with all facilities and keep them
contained

3/31/2020 5:50 PM

11

Where there is demand.

3/31/2020 5:15 PM

12

there may be areas inland that could be used for camping but in the coastal area i thinkthe
two areas mentioned are sufficient and well managed.

3/31/2020 4:11 PM

13

The current camp grounds are in good locations and seem to be meeting the current need.
Camping as an activity does reduce access to recreational areas for others who feel they are
encroaching on the 'campers private space' even if this is on public land.

3/31/2020 2:34 PM

14

Hoddy Reserve Wakefield Reserve

3/30/2020 9:57 PM

15

Those two and private campgrounds are enough.

3/30/2020 9:53 PM

16

Freedom camping should be banned for international tourists

3/30/2020 8:58 PM

17

Camping makes beautiful areas accessible to all. But I haven't identified other possibilities; I
just think it is a good idea to retain this activity rather than have much of the coastline in
private ownership.

3/30/2020 12:14 PM

18

Unsure of this on some levels - I feel for those providing campground facilities who miss out
when ratepayers pay for 'freedom' camping. There is obviously a need for campgrounds and
alongside rivers and the sea are the ultimate locations. I am not well versed enough to
suggest where these should be

3/30/2020 9:39 AM

19

There are other facilities for campers in the areas. They should use these. It can also be
intimidating using these spaces when campers have set up home in them - it changes the
‘tone’ of a reserve.

3/28/2020 10:56 AM

20

We love both campgrounds and would love another option for camping close to home.

3/20/2020 10:16 PM

21

Don't want any more pooper wagons in our reserves

3/18/2020 3:22 PM

22

The Council should be encouraging campers to use the excellent range of commercial
campgrounds in the area. It would be better of offering a subsidy to these organisations than
wasting ratepayers money running and managing its own camp grounds

3/13/2020 4:04 PM

23

Mapua Leisure Park

3/13/2020 12:55 PM

24

I know these 2 camping grounds take a lot of upkeep and quite often the campers are not
really there to enjoy the location = a place of last resort home wise. I am not saying we

3/11/2020 10:05 PM
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shouldn't have them, but they are to some extent serving as temporary accommodation
which is really a central government problem/challenge.
25

I have already suggested that both Kina and Mckee remain camping areas but both need
improving to allow more families to camp over the summer. The cost now in Top ten camps
is prohibitive for many families who like the back to basic style of holiday. This is very evident
with the amount of people who want to camp at Totaranui Camp.

3/11/2020 3:02 PM

26

Freedom campers are free loaders and add no value to the economy. They litter and leave
waste.

3/10/2020 3:45 PM

27

I'd like to see the Council explore options for a portion of Rabbit Island reserve to be opened
for camping - not al of it of course, and maybe in partnership with a trustworthy private
provider. Perhaps at the low end of socio economic spectrum, to maintain affordability ?
Could take pressure off indiscriminate freedom camping. Small fee plus free (but limited) wifi might do the trick ??

3/9/2020 9:41 AM

28

Dont think there are any.

2/29/2020 2:10 PM

29

The current two are always full. More option s would be better.

2/27/2020 9:57 PM

30

Lets look after the campgrounds we have and put resources into them. Love Kina and
McKee Recreation Reserve.

2/27/2020 2:34 PM

31

Potentially, but only in suitable spaces that don't require ongoing expensive and repeated
maintenance in flood / storm events.

2/27/2020 12:45 PM

32

Any land could be better used being ecologically restored as a tranquil oasis for the whole
community to enjoy.

2/27/2020 12:32 PM

33

Not in the ruby bay Mapua area, but maybe in the Moutere?

2/27/2020 12:20 PM

34

The part of the Mapua remedied land designated commercial could be used by NZMC
association members only. This is a well respected association whose members are
answerable to them. They should be charged $6-$10 per night this would bring some return
to TDC. Payment could be set up the same as NZMC parks.

2/25/2020 11:45 AM

35

I believe that freedom camping should only be allowed where the facilities can handle it &
that all camp grounds should be user pays - not rate payer funded

2/20/2020 11:13 AM

36

There is already a number of private camping areas in and around Mapua / Ruby Bay,.
Combined with areas provided by council there is sufficient sites available

2/19/2020 9:33 AM

37

Provide parking for Certified Self-contained motorhomes and ban any that are not selfcontained!

2/18/2020 3:34 PM

38

Hoddy Park

2/18/2020 10:19 AM

39

It would be great if Council could gain control of the Mapua Campground and open it up for
day users also. Now there is no cafe there you can't go there unless you pay to camp there.

2/18/2020 9:52 AM

40

Because it would give campers further options

2/18/2020 9:05 AM

41

A well maintained, low cost campground in Edward Bagient Reserve.

2/16/2020 4:49 PM

42

I think there are enough actual camping spots in the area, when the two you own are added
though I do not know much about the Golden Bay side of the hill.

2/15/2020 10:25 AM

43

Campground facilities should be commercial enterprises and if the need is established and
business plan is acceptable should be facilitated

1/30/2020 3:06 PM

44

As per my comment above, we feel strongly opposed to a camp site going in by baigent
Reserve. We live near by and dont see the need when quinneys is just down the road for
people to enjoy. I'm not sure it would stay the beautiful clean peaceful spot it is now if a free
campsite were to go ahead with the likes of freedom campers who already have endless
spots to use at rate payers expense

1/24/2020 12:32 PM

45

It would require more facilities, create more rubbish etc

1/23/2020 10:16 AM

46

Plenty of families cant afford holidays out of town.... camping in the region will become their
only option.

1/17/2020 12:22 AM

47

Freedom camping should not be allowed in built up areas. There are commercial
campgrounds available for this.

1/12/2020 11:56 AM

48

But only if they have sufficient facilities, controlled limitations on numbers, are in a
segregated area & are properly supervised 24/7. I visit Kina Reserve campground at least

12/18/2019 4:17 PM
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once per month in my capacity as a TACA committee member. I feel that this area works well
for that style of camping (almost "freedom" camping) & should be greatly expanded in order
to solve some of the recent & ongoing freedom camping issues. With more such places
these could be advertised more & their benefits pointed out e.g. low cost, beautiful nature,
toilets, rubbish disposal facilities, peaceful environment (noise control) & the social aspect of
engaging with both foreign & Kiwi travellers. Rabbit Island could be one location. NOT LEH
Baigent reserve at Kina because the local community purchased it specifically for day time
family usage only as an unmodified natural area. Local people do not want it to be overrun
by campers. A small number tightly controlled may get some local support but I think this is
very unlikely.
49

Wakefield has had a dreadful experience when freedom campers monopolized the Baigent
bush reserve to the detriment of the locals who pay for it. Any camping at all should be a
user-pay facility.

12/14/2019 2:45 PM

50

As said above. The numbers of of campers would be too high for any spot to cope. Water,
facilities etc comes at a cost. We can't afford to provide it for free. There is no way rules
could be enforced. The council debt is sky high already. Camping these days can only be a
commercial camp ground that is monitored, fenced off and full time managed. Last year we
experienced how precious water can get. Outsiders would not understand it and waste it.

12/9/2019 4:20 PM

51

I have used both the camping grounds and find them to be a great low cost way of getting
the kids out and about for a weekend. It would be nice to have one on a river.

12/4/2019 5:04 AM

52

If additional places are opened up then they should be user pays and not available to
freedom camping

12/3/2019 6:28 AM
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Q8 Wakefield Recreation Reserve has recently increased in size, with
Council's purchase of land between the existing sportsfields and
Baigent Memorial Scenic Reserve. Staff have prepared an indicative
concept plan showing a possible layout of the facilities and uses of this
reserve (see map below).We would like your feedback on both the
proposed uses and layout for this area.
Answered: 20

Skipped: 50

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Can't find and/or open this so can't comment.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

2

If the link worked I would do so :)

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

3

As i don't live in the area i will not comment

3/31/2020 4:11 PM

4

Sorry this isn't downloading

3/30/2020 12:14 PM

5

Don't use it

3/18/2020 3:22 PM

6

don't enough about the area to comment

3/13/2020 4:04 PM

7

Not likely to use it, but think it a very worthwhile project.

3/11/2020 10:05 PM

8

Need to keep at least two full size football pitches. More lights required. Astroturf all
weather?

3/10/2020 3:45 PM

9

I was unable to see any map - i like the concepts i have seen elsewhere though

3/9/2020 9:41 AM

10

Looks agreeable

2/27/2020 12:45 PM

11

n/a

2/18/2020 3:34 PM

12

Please add in a new and interesting playground. Everything else looks great - especially
adding more native bush.

2/15/2020 10:25 AM

13

No to proposed campsite! Quinneys is down the road for those wanting to camp out this way.

1/24/2020 12:32 PM

14

I think the plan looks good and continues to protect the lovely forest walk through there.

1/23/2020 10:16 AM

15

Looks great. Does it need an off leash dog area?

1/17/2020 7:46 AM

16

If the camping area goes ahead it must be user-pay. Please, no more freedom campers.
They cost us money and do not contribute to the facilities.

12/14/2019 2:45 PM

17

I would not allow cars in there. I would increase the amount of native bush and leave out the
additional sports grounds as they require more ongoing maintenance then walk ways do.
Instead a dog training area and a playground would be good. There should be some space
between children playground and dog area. In doubt more options for walking and cycling.
Perhaps a dog free area too. And liquor ban. The reserve should double up as a refuge for
wildlife. Rock heaps can be a home to lizards. I would like to see shady spaces for hot
summer days. Perhaps a huge tree as an attraction.

12/9/2019 4:20 PM

18

There seems to be a huge amount of land allocated for cricket. Is this really needed by the
community? Much of the space is cut in half with the road. I would like to see carparks at the
edges where appropiate and walking and cycle tracks through the reserve. Expanding the
bush that is there. Making a feature of the river. Adding a large playground. Keeping the bmx
track. Adding a community garden.

12/4/2019 5:04 AM

19

The concept plan wasn't showing.

12/3/2019 11:34 AM

20

the lay out is all up the wop, build the hall in a central spot so that it is multi use for sports
clubs and communtiy groups. make access easier, the plan to date is too loose and doesnt
flow to allow the maximium use. the existing sports fields including the clubrooms , rifle
range and tennis courts may have to be moved around to make this all fit.

12/3/2019 6:28 AM
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Q9 Several parks and reserves have significant ecological values. You
can read more about these on the Moutere-Waimea Ward reserves
project page.What are your aspirations for restoring areas with
significant ecological values? Do you have suggestions for additional
restoration efforts that could be undertaken on parks and reserves in
Moutere-Waimea Ward?
Answered: 35

Skipped: 35
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Native tree plantings (and maintenance of them for first couple of years) on all esplanade
strips, alongside rivers. It would be good to connect the QE2 bush on Neudorf Rd right along
the river corridors to the small native bush area off Davey Rd (Hewetson's). As the owners of
all the land between those two bush blocks, we are very supportive of that.

4/1/2020 10:03 PM

2

Will leave this to people who live there though I do visit.

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

3

Protection and maintenance are vital

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

4

A building specifically designed for theatre productions and another building used for things
like sports, meetings and other things

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

5

The Morely Drain should be a great ecological drain and once was. This needs to be
restored.

4/1/2020 5:13 PM

6

See previuos comment re Grossi point

4/1/2020 5:06 PM

7

Eliminate/control gorse and non natives

3/31/2020 5:50 PM

8

I have been actively involved in the ' Save the Banded Rail' project for several years, and
enjoy great satisfaction from being familiar with that project, with special interest on Hoddy
Reserve, as it is most accessable for me.

3/31/2020 5:15 PM

9

No comment

3/31/2020 4:11 PM

10

These should be restored/protected and communities made aware to value and protect
areas of significant ecological values. Some of this is about education and access to easily
understood information on site.

3/31/2020 2:34 PM

11

Buy back low lying swamp land that has been drained to help restore wetland ecology.

3/30/2020 9:53 PM

12

see my comment about pampas grass above. Replanting in natives is already underway in
many areas - thank you. I support this continued development in encouraging native
species.

3/30/2020 12:14 PM

13

I love that locals are taking on these projects and I think that council should support local
initiatives at least as much as council initiatives - local knowledge, info and passion can't be
over-estimated.

3/30/2020 9:39 AM

14

I think it is great that you support these and would encourage you continue to do so. We
particularly love Dominion Flats.

3/28/2020 10:56 AM

15

Tasman park and Grossi's need more native planting. Plus more edible gardens would be
cool around the region.

3/20/2020 10:16 PM

16

Lots more native planting on Rabbit island esp along the shoreline

3/18/2020 3:22 PM

17

restoration must find a balance that allows public access. I support restoration of native
habitat.

3/13/2020 4:04 PM

18

Any wetland area that can be nurtured is worthwhile especially if we keep getting dry
summers.

3/11/2020 10:05 PM

19

None

3/10/2020 3:45 PM

20

Please preserve as much as you can of the entire Waimea estuary and coastline along all
foreshore boundaries - planning ahead 50-100 years for sea level rise will take some
creative thinking to permit ild life an wild plants to adapt.

3/9/2020 9:41 AM

21

Fully support ecological restoration

2/27/2020 9:57 PM

22

More wetlands to be established in catchments prior to water going into streams.

2/27/2020 12:45 PM

23

I believe we should try to return as much land as possible to native bush

2/27/2020 12:32 PM

24

Bare land with ecological value are an unnecessary burden on society as there value is only
to a small proportion of society. I have land in the district owned by my ancestors 8
generations back which I have a strong interest in but I do not wish to burden others with
This!

2/25/2020 11:45 AM

25

Ban farming systems that cause pollution

2/18/2020 3:34 PM

26

More planting of native trees and shrubs in these areas would greatly insane them.
Increased parking (where it is now limited) and toilet facilities (where there is none) would be
of benefit

2/18/2020 9:05 AM
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27

There are a lot of vines in the Eve’s Valley bush, strangling out the native trees. Please save
these trees.

2/15/2020 10:25 AM

28

No

1/23/2020 10:16 AM

29

Exisiting ecological values should be protected and enhanced and extended if possible.
Suggestions as above. Implement the policy in the TRMP ‘identification, protection and
enhancement of areas of significant natural and scientific value’ instead of letting commercial
activities take precedence.

1/12/2020 11:56 AM

30

Active discouragement & fencing of the foreshore to prevent 4WD vehicles from ecologically
valuable areas e.g. bird nest sites etc. Planting of trees etc as a token towards atmospheric
carbon reduction.

12/18/2019 4:17 PM

31

I am concerned that planting along the river bank downriver from Baigents bush has utterly
destroyed the view. Any planting should be on the other side of the walkway so as to
preserve the river view to walkers

12/14/2019 2:45 PM

32

planning for the future would need adapt to future warmer temperatures, extreme dry and
wet conditions. We need more forests that can have an positive effect on the local climate. It
needs some thinking which species will thrive in the more challenging conditions to come.
Birds and beneficial insects need more habitats. It also should be looked at where there is
room for wetlands and water bodies that can double up as emergency water reservoirs.
Wetlands could act as an fire break but also can be a source of unwanted numbers of
mosquitoes. The feasibility of such projects need to be carefully thought out with possible
future problems like tropical diseases, dry periods and very wet periods.

12/9/2019 4:20 PM

33

Linking existing patches of native bush with plantings. Extensive trapping programs, drive
community trapping around reserves (halo trapping - picton has a great community trapping
example.) More wetland restoration. Like at reserve near mapua turnoff.

12/4/2019 5:04 AM

34

Less/no spraying to reduce spray drift to areas of ecological values (and children's
areas/sportsfields). We need a higher level of protection for these areas.

12/3/2019 11:34 AM

35

the work restoration only exists because these little gems have been neglected, ask yourself
why its needing to be restored??

12/3/2019 6:28 AM
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Q10 When visiting parks and reserves within Moutere-Waimea Ward,
what activities have you undertaken? Please select all that apply.
Answered: 64

Skipped: 6
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Quiet enjoyment of open space, on my own

79.69%

51

Spending time outdoors with family/friends

90.63%

58

Playing on the playground equipment (or taking children to a playground)

59.38%

38

Picnicking

67.19%

43

Camping

15.63%

10

Using the toilet facilities

68.75%

44

Walking

89.06%

57

Dog walking

35.94%

23

Running

26.56%

17

Cycling

64.06%

41

Sporting activities

40.63%

26

Tree planting, pest control or other ecological restoration work

40.63%

26

School visit

32.81%

21

Total Respondents: 64
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Attended festivals (Sarau).

4/1/2020 10:03 PM

2

barefoot walking friendly surfaces - no man-made structures if possible and no gravel. sand
and river rocks, grass and natural leaf litter is prefereable.

4/1/2020 9:58 PM

3

I have taken part in replanting and walking in areas from the Redwood bridge on the
highway through to the northern side of Mapua for over 10 years.

3/31/2020 5:18 PM

4

Access to the water, swimming kayaking, sailing boating, rowing

3/31/2020 4:16 PM

5

Weeding.

3/30/2020 9:54 PM

6

Events eg Mapua Community Spring Fling A convenient meeting point

3/30/2020 9:40 AM

7

Evenings just sitting watching birds along coastal foreshore in quietness , resting for a few
minutes after walking. I'm getting older (74) like many of us in Tasman , and quiet,
uncrowded, foreshore spaces open to the public are ever so valuable. Hope I can still access
them in my mobility device, when I get to the point!

3/9/2020 9:44 AM

8

Yoga

2/27/2020 9:58 PM

9

Fishing

2/27/2020 2:34 PM

10

Boating &fishing.

2/25/2020 11:46 AM

11

Using the BBQ facilities

2/16/2020 4:49 PM

12

taking out the odd weed, provide emergency water to stressed young plantings

12/9/2019 4:25 PM

13

Geocaching. Transit by bike or foot to shops/pool/playcenter/school. Picking up rubbish.

12/4/2019 5:07 AM
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Q11 On average, how often would you visit parks and reserves in
Moutere-Waimea Ward?
Answered: 64

Skipped: 6
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Every day

31.25%

20

At least once a week

54.69%

35

Once every few weeks

10.94%

7

Once every few months

3.13%

2

Only a couple of times each year

0.00%

0

Never

0.00%

0

TOTAL

64
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Q12 Which of the following age groups do you fit into?
Answered: 64

Skipped: 6

under 15

15-24
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under 15

0.00%

0

15-24

1.56%

1

25-34

4.69%

3

35-44

17.19%

11

45-54

18.75%

12

55-64

20.31%

13

65+

37.50%

24

TOTAL

64
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Q13 Where do you currently live? (please specify the general location)
Answered: 65

Skipped: 5

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

In the Mouetere-Waimea Ward area

83.08%

54

Elsewhere in the Tasman/Nelson area

18.46%

12

Elsewhere in NZ or Overseas

0.00%

0
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#

IN THE MOUETERE-WAIMEA WARD AREA

DATE

1

Upper Moutere

4/1/2020 10:03 PM

2

Wakefield

4/1/2020 5:15 PM

3

Mapua

4/1/2020 5:13 PM

4

Wakefield

4/1/2020 5:12 PM

5

Spring Grove

4/1/2020 5:09 PM

6

Mapua

4/1/2020 5:07 PM

7

Kina

3/31/2020 5:50 PM

8

Mahana

3/31/2020 5:18 PM

9

Mapua

3/31/2020 4:16 PM

10

Mapua village

3/31/2020 4:12 PM

11

Mapua

3/31/2020 2:35 PM

12

Ruby Bay

3/30/2020 9:58 PM

13

Mapua

3/30/2020 8:59 PM

14

Mapua

3/30/2020 8:44 PM

15

Iwa street, Mapua

3/30/2020 12:15 PM

16

Ruby Bay

3/30/2020 11:51 AM

17

Mapua

3/30/2020 9:40 AM

18

Mapua

3/28/2020 10:57 AM

19

Tasman Village

3/20/2020 10:17 PM

20

Mapua

3/19/2020 7:55 AM

21

Mapua

3/13/2020 4:05 PM

22

Mapua

3/13/2020 12:56 PM

23

Ruby Bay

3/11/2020 3:03 PM

24

Upper Moutere

3/10/2020 3:46 PM

25

mapua Aranui Road

3/9/2020 9:44 AM

26

Mapua

3/9/2020 8:44 AM

27

Upper Moutere

2/29/2020 2:12 PM

28

Mapua

2/28/2020 1:05 PM

29

Mapua

2/27/2020 9:58 PM

30

Ruby Bay

2/27/2020 3:58 PM

31

Upper Moutere

2/27/2020 2:34 PM

32

Mapua

2/27/2020 12:46 PM

33

Cardno Way, Upper Moutere

2/27/2020 12:33 PM

34

Mapua

2/27/2020 12:21 PM

35

Waimea warg area.

2/25/2020 11:47 AM

36

Mapua

2/20/2020 11:13 AM

37

Pine Hill RD ,Ruby Bay.

2/19/2020 9:35 AM

38

Mapua

2/18/2020 3:35 PM

39

Ruby Bay

2/18/2020 10:20 AM

40

Tasman

2/18/2020 9:52 AM
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41

Ruby Bay

2/18/2020 9:06 AM

42

Wakefield

2/16/2020 4:49 PM

43

Brightwater

2/15/2020 10:26 AM

44

Wakefield

2/15/2020 8:15 AM

45

BRIGHTWATER

1/30/2020 3:06 PM

46

Wakefield

1/29/2020 10:17 PM

47

Wakefield

1/24/2020 12:33 PM

48

Wakefield

1/23/2020 10:17 AM

49

Brightwater

1/17/2020 7:46 AM

50

Tasman (village)

12/18/2019 4:17 PM

51

Eighty Eight valley Road

12/14/2019 2:45 PM

52

wakefield

12/9/2019 4:25 PM

53

Wakfield

12/4/2019 5:07 AM

54

Wakefield

12/3/2019 6:29 AM

#

ELSEWHERE IN THE TASMAN/NELSON AREA

DATE

1

Richmond

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

2

Richmond

4/1/2020 9:59 PM

3

Richmond

4/1/2020 9:58 PM

4

Richmond

4/1/2020 5:18 PM

5

Foxhill

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

6

RD 1 Richmond

3/30/2020 9:54 PM

7

Richmond

3/18/2020 3:59 PM

8

Richmond

3/11/2020 10:06 PM

9

Awaroa

2/19/2020 9:35 AM

10

Richmond

1/17/2020 12:23 AM

11

Motueka

1/12/2020 11:57 AM

12

Lower Moutere

12/3/2019 11:35 AM

#

ELSEWHERE IN NZ OR OVERSEAS

DATE

There are no responses.
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Q14 Are there any other comments you'd like to make about the current
or future management of specific parks and reserves in MoutereWaimea Ward?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 39
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Only that I am really pleased that you are asking. The only other comment that I would make
is that if the parks are made more friendly with things for people to do at them, then they will
need more work to keep them maintained, and vandalism free - so more resources needed.
So I guess more rates - but it would be worth it!!

4/1/2020 10:00 PM

2

Keep up the good work and keep doing the consultations and maintenance and future
planning you are. Don't stop. Thank you

4/1/2020 9:58 PM

3

Please please please provide me shade and water to our playgrounds.

4/1/2020 5:18 PM

4

They need to be protected for future generations

4/1/2020 5:17 PM

5

0

4/1/2020 5:07 PM

6

Active involvement with locals and various interest groups is very important. While TDC does
this, more attention is needed to develop and manage these areas into the future, and
publicise these more actively.

3/31/2020 5:21 PM

7

Generally I think the parks and reserves are well maintained. In the current financial climate
if there was no ability to improve facilities, a commitment to keep things as they are would be
acceptable.

3/31/2020 4:15 PM

8

Reading the previous management plan it is encouraging to see how much has been
achieved over the past 20 years in our area. There have been some fantastic ecological
restoration projects and an expanding network of walking/cycleways which is great to see
(and use). I have found TDC staff fantastic to work with and I acknowledge how well they
manage so many different and demanding community needs/desires. Thanks for the
opportunity to have a say!

3/31/2020 2:41 PM

9

It causes huge disappointment that TDC promised provision of a boat ramp in Mapua upon
disabling the former ramp. TDC has lost a lot of credibility over this failure.

3/30/2020 9:56 PM

10

Thank you from the bottom of my heart for your care taking work for our parks and reserves

3/30/2020 12:16 PM

11

Don't let the opportunity pass to have these Look at ways to incorporate joint management
and maintenance alongside community groups

3/30/2020 9:41 AM

12

You are doing a great job- please keep this up!

3/28/2020 10:57 AM

13

We are poorly served with access to waters in Tasman Bay

3/19/2020 7:56 AM

14

Keep up the great work

3/13/2020 12:56 PM

15

Quite an amazing feat having 155 reserves and all the servicing/maintenance that goes with
them and the Council should get a lot recognition for this very special and precious amenity

3/11/2020 10:06 PM

16

To maintain what we have to a high standard rather than creating more areas yet.

3/11/2020 3:04 PM

17

Create more reserves to protect us, and future generations, from short term political
meddling by 3 year appointed politicians who not serve the public interest and renege on
past promises and long term plans : compare these two Council resolutions - one after
extremely widespread and thorough consultations, the next after relentless special interest
lobbying of a new council : Moved Cr King/Cr Ogilvie CN17-11-6 That the Full Council 1.
receives the Report to Adopt the Mapua Waterfront Area Masterplan 2018-2038 RCN17-1105; and 2. notes the recommendations of the Hearing Panel relating to the Mapua Waterfront
Masterplan and submissions on the Options Document, contained in the minutes of the
Hearing Panel deliberations held on 24 August 2017 and 4 October 2017; and 3. adopts the
Mapua Waterfront Area Masterplan, as contained in Attachment 1, pursuant to Section 76
and 79 of the Local Government Act 2002; and 4. agrees to Cr King and the Chief Executive
Officer approving any minor editorial amendments and the professionally designed version of
the Mapua Waterfront Area Masterplan prior to publication. CARRIED to Moved Cr
McNamara/Cr Tuffnell CN19-12-3 That the Full Council: 1. receives the Mapua Waterfront
Park - Landowner Consent Boat Ramp Report RCN19-12-1; and 2. agrees to permit the
Mapua Boat Club to proceed with the resource consent application for the development of a
boat ramp on the Mapua Waterfront Park. CARRIED 7.2

3/9/2020 9:49 AM

18

The region is under resourced for access to the Tasman Bay and Waimea inlet, with
population growth and double the national average of boat ownership in the region additional
boat ramps are required across the region

3/9/2020 8:46 AM

19

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea Moutere Tamaha Sea Scouts and others that
previously had unfettered boating access to the Mapua Boat ramp at the Wharf now have

2/28/2020 1:11 PM
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community-only limited access which is not a practical situation for boat users. I object to any
reclassification of the freehold land known as Mapua Waterfront Park of the application of
any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision of a
community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to build
such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar community organisation.
20

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp.

2/27/2020 12:34 PM

21

I am a scout leader and the kids in this area get great value from being able to participate in
water sports from Mapua wharf area. I support the construction of a community boat ramp on
the southern side of the Mapua Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere
boating community, Tamaha Sea Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to
the Mapua boat ramp. I object to any reclassification of the freehold land known as the
Mapua Waterfront Park or the application of any plan, scheme or change of status which
would interfere with the provision of a community boat ramp at that location or that would
frustrate or delay any application to build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated
or any similar community organisation.

2/27/2020 12:22 PM

22

I support the construction of a community boat ramp on the southern side of the Mapua
Waterfront Park for the benefit of the Waimea / Moutere boating community, Tamaha Sea
Scouts and others that previously had unfettered access to the Mapua boat ramp. I object to
any reclassification of the freehold land known as the Mapua Waterfront Park or the
application of any plan, scheme or change of status which would interfere with the provision
of a community boat ramp at that location or that would frustrate or delay any application to
build such a ramp by the Mapua Boat Club Incorporated or any similar community
organisation.

2/20/2020 11:13 AM

23

I would like there to be a boat ramp wash down facilities and boat parking at the Mapua
waterfront park. The cost/maintenance of this could be offset by a payment system similar to
that at the nelson wharf boatramp

2/18/2020 9:09 AM

24

I am glad this is something you are working on, it feels like playgrounds have been getting
more broken and tired out this way and just being dismantled rather than being fixed or
upgraded. I am excited to see what you do! Thank you!

2/15/2020 10:27 AM

25

Last time - no to proposed campsite near baigent!

1/24/2020 12:33 PM

26

Keep up the good work! Wakefield is well served with public green space/bush and that's the
reason I choose to live out here.

1/23/2020 10:18 AM

27

I think that TDC management overall is good & no radical changes are needed.

12/18/2019 4:19 PM

28

Excessive mowing on the seafront at Rabbit Island has caused erosion. Please stop mowing
the seafront. Let the grass grow.

12/14/2019 2:47 PM

29

collect more water from roofs into water tanks. Toilet blocks could get some water this way.

12/9/2019 4:30 PM

30

The use of fences should be carefully considered. Almost the entire Faulkners bush reseve
is fenced off. This detracts from the natural beauty and limits the feeling of open space. I
think that people need to be able to access the bushed areas, most won't but those that do
will have a sense of freedom that is not gained from looking at a fenced off bit of bush. I
often go to edward baigent reserve just to be amongst the trees without the fences.

12/4/2019 5:12 AM

31

Mowing of sports fields should extend to weeding and maintaining the whole area, new trees
get planted and forgotten for the grass to grow to six feet tall, noxious weeds are rampant in
some places. the contractors show no pride in caring for these spaces and only do the bare
minimum.

12/3/2019 6:32 AM
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